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Resumo

Uma significativa fração de debates em mídias sociais está concentrado em temas que indu-

zem polarização na sociedade – que é o processo pelo qual um grupo social se divide em

dos sub-grupos com visões opostas sobre um tema. Observamosdebates polarizados em

uma grande gama de temas amplos e relevantes para a sociedade, como Política, esportes e

políticas públicas. Nesta tese de doutorado, desenvolvemos contribuições em três direções:

1. Primeiramente, medimos a intensidade da polarização em redes sociais online que

debatem um tema específico. Em particular demonstramos que amétrica de ciência

de rede mais coumumente empregada para este tipo de análise (modularidade) não é

adequada para discriminar polarização da ausência de polarização; ebtão propomos e

avaliamos duas métricas adicionais baseadas na estrutura da rede que, como demons-

traremos, capturam mais precisamente o fenômenos social depolarização.

2. Oferecemos novos métodos para processar e interpretar opiniões expressadas em dis-

cussões polarizadas online a partir do emprego de teorias bem-estabelecidas na lite-

ratura de psicologia social que descrevem como as pessoas formam as suas opiniões.

Usamos estas teorias como fundações para novas sinais que habilitam métodos de aná-

lise de sentimento em cenÃ¡rios em que as opiniões chegam na forma de fluxos sociais

– um fluxo de opiniões evolutivo e dinâmico.

3. A terceira contribuição está relacionada ao fato de que, em muitos domínios, mais do

que dois lados estão em conflito em relação a um tópico, como emsistemas políticos

multipartidários. Diferentemente do caso clássico de bipolarização, em redes sociais

multipolarizadas observamos relações mais complexas, além da dualidade concordân-

cia e antagonismo. Além de demonstrar as inconsistências que não são percebidas em

análises de redes sociais bipolarizadas, propomos um algoritmo que infere relações de

antagonismo entre comunidades neste cenário.

Palavras-chave:Polarização, Análise de Sentimento, Mineração de Grafos, Mí dias Soci-

ais.
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Abstract

A significant fraction of debate in social media is concentrated on issues that inducepola-

rization in the society – the process whereby a social group is dividedinto two opposing

sub-groups having conflicting viewpoints. We witness polarized debate in a wide range of

broad and relevant topics for society, such as Politics, Sports and public policies. In this

P.hD. dissertation, we develop contributions on three maindirections that analyze and make

sense of “online battles” fought on social media networks over polarizing topics:

1. First, wemeasure the strength of polarizationon (online) social networks with res-

pect to a given topic discussion. We demonstrate that the current network science

metric widely used to measure polarization (the well-knownmodularity) is not well

suited to discriminate between polarization and absence ofpolarization; we then pro-

pose and evaluate two additional metrics based on the socialnetwork structure that, as

we will demonstrate, capture more accurately the social phenomena of polarization.

2. Second, weoffer new methods of processing and interpreting opinionsexpressed

on online polarized discussions by uncovering from the social psychology literature a

collection of well-established social theories that describe how people form their opi-

nions on polarized discussions. We use these theories as foundations for new signals

that enable sentiment analysis methods to operate on the classification of sentiment

on opinions that arrive in the form ofsocial streams– anevolving, bursty andtime-

changingflow of opinions.

3. Our third contribution is related to the observation that, on many domains,we have

more than two viewpoints in conflict with respect to a topic, as on multipartisan

political systems. Differently from the classical case of bipolarization of opinions, in

multipolarized social networks we observe more complex relationships among sides,

rather than the duality support/antagonism. In addition tohighlighting inconsistencies

that are hidden on bipolarized network analyses, we proposean algorithm that infers

antagonism relationships among social communities in sucha setting.
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Capítulo 1

Introduction

In Social Sciences, polarization is the social process whereby a social or political group is

divided into two opposing sub-groups having conflicting andcontrasting positions, goals and

viewpoints, with few individuals remaining neutral or holding an intermediate position [149;

74]. A typical domain where polarization is witnessed is Politics [163; 43], although a range

of other issues are known to induce in the society a divisive debate that often makes a fraction

of people to have very extreme opinions, such as global warming [112], gun control, same-

sex marriage, abortion [121; 73] and even religion [31; 164].

According to this sociological perspective, polarizationcan be formally understood as

a state that “refers to the extent to which opinions on an issue are opposed in relation to

some theoretical maximum”, and, as a process, it is the increase in such opposition over

time [121; 132]. A typical sign that polarization is playing a role in a society with regard

to an issue is when opinions become more extreme over time even after opposing sides

examine thesameevidence [175], as demonstrated on a classical experiment in the 70’s,

where people against and in favor of death penalty have become moreconvinced of their

conflicting positions after reading thesameessay on the topic [109]. In that direction, a

common approach to reason about such setting is to model the polarization phenomenon

with Bayesian probabilities [43; 17]: the previous belief each group or individual has on a

topic is theprior, and, if the updated beliefs of the opposing groups become more divergent

after both examine the same evidence, then it is likely that polarization is happening.

Blogs, microblogs and online social networks are now the primary medium used by

people to express their opinions about all the sort of “buzz”topics that pop up daily on news

media [96; 27; 76; 20], especially those that polarize the society. As an example, see in

Figure 1.1 how the U.S. political blogosphere divides itself into two polarizing, antagonistic

groups (blue group = Democrats, red group = Republicans) thatform around the online

discussion of political topics.

1



2 CAPÍTULO 1. INTRODUCTION

Figura 1.1. U.S. Political Blogosphere in 2004, showing the division of the network

into Democrats and Republicans. Nodes are blogs and edges representcitations between

two blogs (figure extracted from [3]).

Social and computer scientists are paying increasing attention to such polarizing online

discussions, seeking for patterns that unveil the dynamicsof online debate and the bursts of

opinionated content generated in reaction to real-life events. Studying polarization as a social

phenomena that takes place on social media platforms is useful for at least three reasons:

1. It is a relevant issue from the sociological point of view,since polarization causes segre-

gation and political conflict in the society, as a consequence of the increase of extreme

opinions over time and the high degree of bias of polarized opinions [132; 121]. In a

recent study by Pew Research Center, polarized discussions have been identified as one

of the top 6 most common conversational structures in Twitter [144].

2. Polarization may be a key information for tasks such as opinion/sentiment analysis. A

biased opinion holder is likely to keep the same, extreme opinion over time, and the

knowledge of the opinion holder bias in a discussion an opinion holder is (in favor or

against an issue) can help predict the polarity of his/her opinions expressed on written

text [150], as we will later demonstrate in this dissertation.

3. In polarized debate, the strong bias of opinions suggeststhat they should not be taken

into consideration without consideringwhois issuing the opinion [161]. In other words,

two equivalent opinions may have different interpretations and impact if issued by pe-

ople from opposite sides, and new opinion mining tasks may apply, such as monitoring

how many people changed their previous viewpoint over a topic.

This dissertation focuses on the analysis of “online battles” fought on social media

networks over polarizing, polemic issues. We develop contributions on three main directions:
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1. First, we seek to accuratelymeasurethe strength of polarization on (online) social

networks with respect to a given topic discussion. We demonstrate that the current

network science metric widely used to measure polarization(the well-known modula-

rity [125]) is not well suited to discriminate between polarization and absence of pola-

rization; we then propose and evaluate two additional structural network metrics based

on the social network structure that, as we will demonstrate, capture more accurately

the social phenomena of polarization.

Sociologists usually resort to polls and elections data to assess the presence of extreme

opinions on the public opinion [1]. When information on the relationships among pe-

ople is available, polarization is commonly accepted as an ongoing phenomenon if

people can be divided into highly cohesive communities (as on Figure 1.1); each com-

munity represents a distinct position or preference: liberal versus conservative parties,

pro-gun and anti-gun voices, for instance. In fact, the segregation of people into groups

is a remarkable characteristic of social networks induced by polarized debate as an im-

mediate consequence of the homophily principle, which states that people with similar

beliefs and opinions tend to establish social ties with higher probability [113; 175]. As a

general concept, a community is cohesive if both the internal connectivity of the group

is high and also the connectivity of members of the group withmembers from outside

the community is low. Group cohesion is usually measured through community quality

metrics such asconductance[79] andmodularity[125]. For instance, [181] and [163]

argue that modularity may be used to study partisan polarization in U.S. Congress. On

the online world, modularity has been used as evidence of segregation between political

groups in a diversity of online media such as blogs [3] and Twitter [33; 107].

However, these works analyze contexts and domains which arepreviously known and

expected to induce polarization – in particular, Politics.As a consequence, they do not

examine networks from non-polarized domains, and it remains an open question what

are the necessaryand sufficient conditions for polarization between groups of indivi-

duals, in terms of the structure of the induced social network. In order to precisely

understand how polarization affects the social network structure, we need to inspect

both polarized and non-polarized domains, thus avoiding the “sampling bias” of exa-

mining only highly-polarized networks. Previous researchprovides strong evidence

that the existence of highly modular groups is anecessarycondition in order to observe

polarization; our work contributes to the better understanding of how polarization af-

fects the structure of social networks by performing a systematic comparison between

both polarized and non-polarized networks. Instead of using modularity, we propose

two new measures of polarization based on the analysis of thestructure of the boundary
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of two potentially polarizing groups, which we will detail and evaluate in Chapter 2.

2. Our second major contribution in this dissertation is on the field ofsentiment analysis

of polarized online discussions. In Computer Science, sentiment analysis (or opinion

mining) is the set of techniques, algorithms and models thatcombines Data Mining,

Machine Learning, Linguistics, Natural Language Processing (NLP) and Text Analy-

tics whose goal is to analyze text fragments and determine the attitude, belief, emotion,

opinion, evaluation or sentiment of a speaker or a writer with respect to some topic or

entity [155; 131; 76; 36; 148]. In its simpler form, sentiment analysis is a text classifica-

tion task where the goal is to classify textual content into classes{positive, negative}

regarding an entity of interest. Although still young and perhaps still lacking reliabi-

lity [ 105], research on sentiment analysis has enjoyed relative success when applied to

static and well-controlled scenarios, specially analysisof reviews of products and servi-

ces on e-commerce sites. Most works report accuracy rates ashigh as 80% [131; 155],

which is acceptable given the challenges in making machinesunderstand free text.

This work offers new methods of processing and interpretingopinions expressed on

online polarized debate by uncovering from the social psychology literature well-

established theories that describe how people form and express their opinions on po-

larized discussions. We embed such theories on sentiment analysis models, and our

ultimate goal is to perform sentiment analysis on polarizeddiscussions that arrive in

the form ofsocial streams– anevolving, bursty andtime-changingflow of opinions,

that poses challenges for data mining and machine learning research [180]. In terms of

dynamicity and evolving nature, discussion on general/broad topics has a very different

characteristic when compared to the classical product-review scenario, a “static” do-

main where we do not expect the vocabulary to be dynamic; customers are expected to

comment on the features of cameras, or on the quality of the soundtrack and actors of a

movie. From the machine learning standpoint, sentiment analysis (and, more generally,

classification and prediction tasks associated with opinions) over social stream content

is particularly challenging for three main reasons:

a) Challenge 1 – Lack of Labeled Data:Traditional sentiment/opinion analysis al-

gorithms have been designed having in mind static and well-controlled scenarios

that target analysis of reviews of products and services [131; 155]. In those scena-

rios, even pre-defined lists of positive and negative words (i.e., lexicons) have been

quite sucessful, but domain-independent lexicons tend to have low coverage when

applied to specialized domains [157] who have particular idiosyncrasies of dialect

and subtleties in expressing opinions on them also limit this approach [12; 10]. In

case the vocabulary is not knowna priori, supervised learning algorithms which
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learn from labeled examples can also be applicable [155]. However, even super-

vised learning approaches are hardly applicable on social streams, due to the cost

of acquiring labels. This is a consequence of the high volumeand sparsity of the

social stream data flow, making the acquisition of vast amounts of labeled content

unfeasible, compromising the potential of typical supervised learning strategies,

justifying the development of new approaches.

b) Challenge 2 – Nonstationary Data:Since social streams reflect the buzz of the

real world, they exhibit an inherentdynamicnature [157]. Real-time sentiment

analysis needs to deal with textual data that exhibits significantconcept driftand

non-stationary distribution, which degrades sentiment classification quality over

time. For instance, at least 50 different high-volume discussion threads arose in

social media systems during the U.S. 2008 Elections, as shown in Figure 1.2 pro-

vided by [96] (such as the famous “lipstick on a pig” discussion); duringthe 2010

Brazilian Presidential Elections a scandal involving a close assistant of one of the

candidates was unveiled in the middle of the electoral process, unleashing a large

volume of unpredicted negative comments. In Sports scenario, changes in sen-

timent also occur in sudden and unexpected bursts; in a few minutes, a positive

sentiment of the fans can be destroyed by a sequence of good actions from the

adversary team.

c) Challenge 3 – Lack of reliability: although a promising and advancing area of

study, sentiment analysis is still far from being a task which is considered relia-

ble [Metaxas et al.], specially due to the intricacies of human language, what dis-

courages companies to fully adopt opinion analysis in theirweb systems. The

informal and diverse language of social media, in constrastto the well-formed

data obtained from news articles, makes the applicability of traditional sentiment

analysis techniques on social media data less attractive [157].

Note that the text-based sentiment classification task we are interested simultaneously

i) lacks the support of labeled examples and ii) needs to dealwith nonstationary data,

what turns the content classification problem even harder since some state-of-the-art

solutions from one challenge involves assumptions that arenot true due to the other

challenge. The state-of-the art solution forChallenge 1is semi-supervised learning, a

field of machine learning that makes use of both labeled and unlabeled data for model

generation [183]. However, due toChallenge 2, the usefulness of the few available

labeled examples can be very limited since they can become quickly outdated. On

the other hand, the traditional solution forChallenge 2is to incrementally update the

model through fresh, recently-acquired labels that are provided by the stream [58; 167]
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Figura 1.2. Debate on news media and social media tends to cycle through new, emer-
ging issues that arise due new events that occur, as during 2008 U.S. Elections [96].
Processing and interpreting opinions on this dynamic scenario is a challenge.

but such solution may not be feasible due toChallenge 1.

The dominant approach for sentiment classification (a.k.a.sentiment analysis) is to

treat it as a pure text classification problem. Different text classification algorithms have

been applied to learn from word co-occurences and linguistic features to determine the

sentiment contained in documents [105]. Moreover, these algorithms have been used in

conjunction with pre-defined lexicons to assess sentiment in political and movie review

blogs [155]. These approaches do not solve properly the 3 challenges wediscussed in

the previous section, since terms and expressions associated with debates on polarizing

topics change according to real world events.

Polarization and Biased Opinions.The key point that we aim to explore in this disser-

tation is that polarization is related to strong bias on opinion holders’ opinions. While

textual content may be influenced by external factors, such as new terms that enter a to-

pic discussion, user biases are less prone to external perturbations, unless users actually

change their opinion, which is usually a relatively longer process. Thus, opinion holder

bias patterns can potentially give us the capability to dealwith the challenges of lack

of labeled textual data to support learning algorithms and the unpredictable directions

discussions can take, because, as we will show, biased usersact as a reliable source of

labels that indicate if a content carries a positive or negative sentiment and, since biased

opinion holders seldom change their global viewpoint regarding a topic, their activity

allows us to deal with the unpredictability of new content that arise. Such capability

comes from thesocialandtemporal contexts that polarized debate induce on opinion
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holders.

As we will detail in Chapter 3, a range of cognitive biases studied by social psycholo-

gists (e.g.,confirmation bias, hindsight biasandself-reporting bias) explain how hu-

man reasoning works and how humans tend to favor opinions they alreadyhave [134],

supporting our claim that correlation between opinion holders and opinion should be

explored in the context of polarized debates. Furthermore,the psycho-social back-

ground we exploit here supports our search forpredictablebehaviors, which is key to

address Challenge 3. It is also worth noting that the ambiguity and lack of context

inherent to social media messages make hard to textual-based analysis techniques to

perform good predictions.

The social psychology background is the first step of our opinion analysis framework

shown in Figure 1.3. In the second phase of our framework, we look forward detecting

and inferring such cognitive biases from social interactions available from social media

data (e.g., Facebook, Twitter, among others). We then extract network structures and

regularities that are meaningful for the sake of finding the individual opinions in the

network regarding the considered topic.

Finally, we intend to combine the learned patterns from polarized networks to measure

and track opinions in the context of interest. We combine thelearned patterns from the

polarized networks structure to measure and track opinionson the polarized context

of interest. We do that by providing a transfer learning framework [130] which con-

verts opinion holder patterns to content polarity predictions by exploring the correlation

between opinion holders and opinions on polarized discussions. Transfer learning is a

field of machine learning which focuses on using knowledge acquiring from one to task

to solve a different, but related task [130]. Such approach is specially useful when a

target taskτt is hard to solve, but it may benefit from knowledge obtained from a similar

source taskτs.

3. Our third contribution is the observation that, on many domains, we havemore than

two viewpoints in conflict with respect to a topic: think, for example, on multipartisan

political systems (as in Brazil), sports competitions (32 countries take part on the Soc-

cer World Cup; almost 200 play on on the Olympics) and TV RealityShows (onBig

Brother, groups of supporters are formed around each of the 10 participants). In such

scenarios, we observe more complex relationships among sides (such as indifference),

rather than the duality support/antagonism. For instance,we have found so far that fans

of soccer clubs in Brazil which share a strong arecloser to each other in an endorse-

ment network (for example, a network connecting users by their retweets) than to fans

of other clubs. This apparent paradox occurs because other effects such as the impor-
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tance that one side plays to the other overlaps with other motivations for establishing

(or not) social ties and interactions, and one can broadcasta message they disagree with

for a variety of reasons: sarcasm, irony, to show their audience how wrong a contrary

opinion is etc.

Our innovation in this step includes avoiding the ambiguityin the signal provided solely

by retweets and replies by exploiting a more discriminativesignal to detect antagonism:

the lack of interaction between some specific sets of users and messages, in particular,

we exploit thenegative implicit feedbackcarried on absence of interaction between sets

of users and message where interaction were expected if users viewed such messages

as positive with respect to theit viewpoint.

This dissertation is organized as follows:

1. In Chapter 2, we present our novel metrics designed to quantify evidence of polari-

zation based on the structural characteristics of a social network built around a topic

discussion;

2. In Chapter 3, we present our method that infer the bias of opinions holders regarding a

topic based on their social interactions;

3. In Chapter 4, we demonstrate how social theories can be embedded on sentiment analy-

sis algorithms in order to perform sentiment analysis on social streams of polarized

discussions.

4. Finally, in Chapter 5 we summarize our contributions and discuss future work.
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Figura 1.3. Three-layer framework comprising 1) opinion holders’ behavior, 2) network
structure and dynamics, and 3) inferring of opinions and opinion dynamics.





Capítulo 2

Measuring Polarization on Social

Networks

Given the relevance of the contexts in which polarization iswitnessed, many works from

Computer Science (and, more specifically, Social Network Analysis) have investigated on-

line social networks induced by polarized debate, specially in the political domain [3; 107].

In general, the Computer Science literature assumes (eitherimplicitily or explicitly) that a

social network ispolarizedif nodes can be partitioned into two highly cohesive subgroups,

reflecting, possibly, two contrasting viewpoints. In particular, the well-known community

quality metric known asmodularity[125] is commonly used to measure the level of segre-

gation of two particular groups; such as democrats vs republicans, people in favor or against

abortion etc. A network segmentation with high modularity indicates that the social graph

may be divided into clusters having many internal connections among nodes and few con-

nections to the other group, what is widely accepted as an indication of polarization [33].

Our main claim in this Chapter is that, although we acknowledge that modularity is cor-

related to the social phenomena of polarization, and highlymodular networks are certainly

linked with an increased likelihood of polarization of positions expressed by users who are

part of the network, modularity is not accurate in distinguishing presence from absence of

polarization. We draw this observation from the fact that itis not clear how much modularity

is “enough” to state that a social network is polarized. For instance, people may be divided

into those that like basketball and those that like football, even though there is no notion of

opposition among the two groups – they are just two differentpreferences which are not mu-

tually exclusive, since some individuals can be practitioners of both sports and thus belong

to both communities. Although the existence of two segregated social groups is certainly a

necessarycondition for polarization, the modularity measured for any network divided into

two cohesive communities will be a value different from zero, even if no polarizationat all

11
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is present among nodes.

Our goals in this Chapter are twofold. First, we perform a systematic comparison of

social media networks emerging from both polarized and non-polarized contexts, by collec-

ting a diversity of social networks from social media systems such as Twitter, Facebook and

blogs. Our goal is to avoid the bias of current works, which focus on networks from domains

that are previously known to be polarized, specially Politics. We then identify communities

in these networks and verify that their modularity measure is not sufficiently clear to state

that polarization is an ongoing phenomenon or not; althoughpolarized social networks tend

to be more modular than non-polarized networks, the determination of a threshold of polari-

zation is a challenging task that depends on factors such as social media platform and nature

of interactions.

Motivated by this observation, we focus on the following question: given that pola-

rization is recognized as a strong, remarkable sociological phenomena, are there structural

patterns which better capture the differences between polarized and non-polarized networks,

rather than the level of modularity between communities? Wepropose an analysis of the

boundary between the two potentially polarizing communities – the portion of the social

graph comprising nodes from one community which link to one or more nodes of the other

community. Our hypothesis is that, in such community boundaries, one group unveils what

they “think” about the other group, and thus it is the place where we should seek for evi-

dences of antagonism. Our metric considers a null model of polarization that assumes that,

on a non-polarized network, cross-group interactions established by member of a community

boundary should be at least as frequent as interactions withinternal nodes on the community.

The model considers nodes’ likelihood into connecting to users which belong to the other

(potentially opposing) group, in comparison to the likelihood of connecting to members from

its own group.

We also empirically demonstrate that polarized and non-polarized social networks tend

to differ according to another structural property: the concentration of popular (high-degree)

nodes not belonging to community boundaries. On non-polarized contexts, we observed a

concentration of popular nodes along the boundary, since the sharing of similarities between

members of the boundary increase the popularity of such nodes (e.g., users that like both

football and basketball). On the other hand, we found that polarized networks tend to have

a lower concentration of popular nodes in the boundary, since the antagonism between both

sides decrease the likelihood of existence of nodes that arepopular in both groups.

To show the applicability of our findings on the interpretation of opinions expressed

on social media, we employ our metrics to perform an analysisof opinions expressed on

Twitter on the gun control issue in the United States. We demonstrate that our metrics based

on community boundaries are a useful complement to the traditional modularity measure in
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helping to understand how the structure of a social network links with the viewpoints and

opinions expressed in online social enviroments.

This Chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2.1 we evaluate the modularity of a

range of polarized and non-polarized networks. We then propose a new metric to measure

polarization based on community boundaries, in Section 2.2. In Section 2.3, we employ our

metric to understand opinions expressed on Twitter on the gun control issue on the United

States. Next, we compare polarized and non-polarized networks in terms of another structu-

ral property – concentration of popular nodes in the boundary – in Section 2.4.

2.1 Modularity as a Measure of Polarization

Modularity is widely used as a measure of polarization of a social network: for ins-

tance, [181] and [163] argue that modularity may be used to study partisan polarization

in U.S. Congress. On the online world, modularity has been used as evidence of segre-

gation between political groups in a diversity of online media such as blogs [3] and Twit-

ter [33; 107]. Here, we consider existing and publicly available socialnetworks and addi-

tional networks we collected from Facebook and Twitter in order to compare the structural

characteristic of social networks with varying degrees of polarization, including total absence

of polarization. We use the following social networks:

1. University Friendships’ Network: This social network comprises the social relati-

onships established on Facebook by professors, undergraduate and graduate students

of a large department at a Brazilian University.

2. Brazilian Soccer Supporters: We collected mentions, on Twitter, to two of the most

popular soccer teams in Brazil – Cruzeiro and Atletico Mineiro, known by being the

fiercest rivals in the country. Nodes are Twitter users, and adirect edge connects users

involved in anyretweet. A retweetusually means an endorsement [29], and thus it is a

good evidence of sharing of similar viewpoints between two individuals (we will relax

this definition on Chapter 3).

3. New York City Sports Teams: We collected mentions, on Twitter, to two sports teams

hosted in New York City: New York Giants (football) and New York Knicks (basket-

ball). The network is induced byretweets; we restrict the network to nodes that menti-

oned both teams at least once, to guarantee that we are takinginto account only users

who are interested in both teams. Note that, differently from the previous network, we

do not expect polarization here, since the two potential communities represent suppor-

ters of teams from different sports.
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4. Karate’s Club: This is a social network of friendship ties established between 34

members of a karate club at a U.S. university in the 1970s, andthe emergence of two

communities was a result of a disagreement developed between the administrator of the

club and the club’s instructor, which ultimately resulted in the instructor’s leaving and

starting a new club, taking about half of the original club’smembers with him [179; 46].

5. 2004 U.S. Political Blogosphere:This dataset was among the first that showed that po-

litical blogs on the U.S. are divided into two dense communities – representing liberals

and conservatives [3]. Directed edges are links between two blogs.

6. Gun Control: We collected tweets mentioning gun control issues since theshootings

on Sandy Hook Elementary School in Newtown, Connecticut, on December 14, 2012.

We considered the following keywords to collect data:gun control, guns, mass

shootings andNRA1. As in other networks obtained from Twitter, users are linked

throughretweets.

Note that all the aforementioned networks have a semantic unicity, in the sense that

users interacting and expressing opinions are restricted to a single domain or topic. In

Table 2.1 we provide a summary of the main characteristics ofthese networks, including

number of nodes and edges. For each network, we split nodes into communities, in order

to assess the structural patterns that arise from the segmentation of the graph into groups.

In the case of the networksUniversity, Brazilian-Soccer, Political-Blogs

andGun-Control, we have run the community detection algorithm from [24], a simple

modularity maximization approach provided by theGephi2 software package. In the case

of the networkNYC-Teams, we separated users into the community of NY Giants or NY

Knicks according to the number of hashtags each user posted referring to each team. For

networkKarate-Club, we employed the ground-truth separation provided by [46]. The

gun control debate graph was divided into three large communities, and we leave its analysis

to Section 2.3, after we introduce our novel polarization metric.

Tabela 2.1.General Description of Social Networks and derived communities.

network media # nodes edge type # edges communities modularity Q
1 - NYC Teams Twitter 19,585 directed 201,691 NY Giants fans and NY Knicks fans 0.15
2 - University Facebook 133 undirected 2,241 graduate and undergraduate students 0.24

3 - Karate’s Club friendships 34 undirected 78 followers of instructors 1 and 2 0.35
4 - Brazilian Soccer Teams Twitter 27,415 directed 156,489 Cruzeiro and Atletico fans 0.39

5 - US Political Blogs blogs 1,224 directed 16,715 liberals and conservatives 0.42
6 - Gun Control Twitter 61,740 directed 342,449 analyzed in Section 2.3 –

1NRA is the National Rifle Association.
2Gephiis available athttp://www.gephi.org.

http://www.gephi.org.
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For each pair of communities, we calculate modularityQ. The modularity of a network

quantifies the extent, relative to a random network, to whichvertices cluster into community

groups, and the higher its value, more modular the network is[125]. Modularity is traditio-

nally formulated as Equation 1;m is the number of edges,A is the adjacency matrix,ki and

kj are node degrees andsisj = 1 if nodesi andj belong to the same community and−1

otherwise. Values ofQ obtained for the datasets we consider in this analysis are shown in

Table 2.1.

Q =
1

2m

∑

ij

[

Aij −
kikj

2m

]

sisj + 1

2
(2.1)

We first observe that networks induced by domains for which weexpect polarization

(networks 3, 4 and 5) exhibit a high measure of modularity when compared to networks 1

and 2. This observation is in accordance with previous worksthat associate high modularity

to polarization [33]. However, we point out three drawbacks on mapping modularity to the

sociological behavior of polarization:

1. On communities that arise from contexts where we do not expect polarization, the mo-

dularity value is still a positive, moderate value, as in thecase ofUniversity and

NYC-Teams networks. Modularity for theUniversity network is0.24 (shown

in Figure 2.1(a)), what suggests a network less polarized thanPolitical-Blogs,

which exhibits a modularity value of0.42 (Figure 3.1(a)). However, from the sociolo-

gical standpoint, we expect to observeany (or little) antagonism at all between under-

graduate and graduate students.

2. The direct mapping of modularity values into degrees of polarization shows some in-

consistencies when we compare modularity measures obtained by independent rese-

arches working with different data. [181], for instance, have found modularity values

not higher than0.18 from the examination of networks induced by voting agreement

on the U.S. Congress. Although the authors’ goal is to evaluate the increase of mo-

dularity over time to conclude that polarization was risingamong politicians over the

decades, the maximum modularity measure they found is just 0.01 higher than the value

that [33] found to conclude thatQ = 0.17 is not associated with an evident community

structure on a communication network in Twitter. In previous researches, modularity

is used more toconfirman early suspection of polarization, rather than find whether

polarization exists or not in an unknown domain.

3. Modularity has a known resolution limit problem caused bythe fact that its null model

assumes that each node may connect to any other node of the network, what is not rea-

listic for large graphs [62]. Therefore, comparing the modularity value across different
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networks is not a good practice if the graphs’ size are very different [48], which is the

case of the graphs compared in Table 2.1.

(a) Network of Facebook Friends from an Univer-
sity Department

(b) 2004 U.S. Political Blogosphere

Figura 2.1. Two social graphs showing a non-polarized network (Facebook Friends)
and a polarized network (Politics). Although the political network is more modular, it
is not clear what is the minimum level of modularity associated with the sociological
phenomenon of polarization.

The conceptual gap between the modularity measure and the sociological behavior of

polarization, evidenced on these extreme cases, limits theunderstanding of networks and

contexts where it is less clear whether polarization is taking place. In the next section, we

will provide details about a novel structural pattern we propose, in order to better capture the

presence and absence of polarization in communities formedaround a given domain or topic

of discussion.

2.2 Measuring Polarization on Community

Boundaries

It is known that a significant portion of the structure of a social network is affected by the

context and the behavior of the nodes [46]. Behavioral patterns such as homophily [113],

social influence [50] and social balance [69] directly affect the likelihood that specific pairs of

users will establish a tie in a social environment. Since polarization is a strong, remarkable

sociological phenomenon, we expect that a social network embedded in such a context of
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opposing and conflicting relationships will induce structural patterns which are not observed

on general, non-polarized networks.

The link between high modularity and polarization carries the implicit assumption that

the absence of positive interactions between nodes (e.g., message sharing,retweetsand fri-

endship ties) is a sign ofantagonism, i.e., a segmentation of social groups due to opposition

and clash of viewpoints. Modularity compares the internal and external connectivity of two

groupsGi andGj; it quantifies both homophily (nodes from a community establishing ties

due similarity) and antagonism (nodes avoiding establishing ties with the alternate commu-

nity) through the same equation, and limits the understanding of antagonism in isolation. To

better understand polarization, we propose to seek for social structures that highlight the pre-

sence (or absence) of antagonism, since homophily is a pattern present both on non-polarized

and polarized networks, but antagonism is expected only on the latter. Recent work show

that homophily by itself do not explain polarization and additional social phenomena should

be taken into account [35], we thus expect the network structure of polarized social networks

to reflect such differences.

With this idea in mind, we focus our analysis on nodes that effectively interact with

the (potentially) opposing group. These nodes are part of acommunity boundary, which we

define, for a group/communityGi, as the subset of nodesBi,j that satisfies two conditions:

1. A nodev ∈ Gi has at least one edge connecting to communityGj;

2. A nodev ∈ Gi has at least one edge connecting to a member ofGi which is not

connected toGj. This is to guarantee thatv is connected to nodes which do not belong

to the boundary.

Equation 2.2 formally defines boundaryBi,j. In Figure 2.2 we show a toy example of

a network divided into communitiesG1 (dark) andG2 (white). According to our definition,

B1,2 = {b, d} andB2,1 = {1, 2}. Note that nodee does not belong toB1,2 because it does

not meet condition2; we exclude it from the boundary because we cannot guaranteethate

knows both set of nodes (internal and boundary nodes).

Bi,j = {vi : vi ∈ Gi, ∃eik|vk ∈ Gj,

∃eik|(vk ∈ Gi, ekl|vl 6∈ Gj), i 6= j}
(2.2)

Nodes fromGi which do not belong toBi,j are namedinternal nodesand are grouped

in the setIi, defined by Equation 2.3. In Figure 2.2,I1 = {a, c} andI2 = {3, 4}.

Ii = Gi −Bi,j (2.3)
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a b 1

2c d

3

4

B B1I I1,2 2,1 2

e

Figura 2.2. Toy example of a graph divided into two communitiesG1 andG2. SetsI1,
B1,2, B2,1 andI2 are defined according to Equations 2 and 3.

We perform our analysis of polarization by analyzing the connectivity betweenIi, Bj,i,

Ij andBi,j. These four sets allow us to compare nodes’ choices in connecting to nodes from

a very different nature. Due to condition1, we can assess the connections ofBi,j with Bj,i,

i.e., with nodes that belong to a potentially opposing group. Due to condition2, nodes from

Bi,j also establish contact with a set of nodes which do not connect to any member of the

potentially opposing group. Nodes fromIi avoid any connection to the alternate group and

restrict their connections to nodes from their own community, representing individuals that,

theoretically, are very different from nodes from the othergroup, in the case of a polarizing

domain.

We focus onIi, Ij, Bi,j andBj,i as groups that better represent the (potential) distinct

nature of (potentially) polarized individuals, in comparison to the division betweenGi and

Gj that is analyzed by modularity. Our proposal is to compare the degree of preference of

each node inB1,2 to connect to members fromI1 orB2,1, and of each node inB2,1 to connect

to members fromI2 or B1,2. To perform such comparison, we define two sets of edges. The

first set isEB, which is the set of edges that connect members fromGi to members fromGj:

EB = {emn : vm ∈ Bi,j ∧ vn ∈ Bj,i} (2.4)

In Figure 2.2,EB = {(b, 1), (d, 2)}. These edges are evidence of interaction between

the two distinct groups. To contrast with these interactions, we also defineEint as the set of

edges that connect boundary nodes to internal nodes:

Eint = {emn : vm ∈ (B1,2 ∪ B2,1) ∧ vn ∈ (I1 ∪ I2)} (2.5)

In the example,Eint = {(a, b), (c, d), (1, 3), (2, 4)}. The modularity for this commu-

nity configuration isQ = 0.30, what indicates a reasonable level of segregation among the
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two communities. However, let us examine the decisions taken by each node at the boundary

in establishing their connections. Consider nodeb, which has a node degreed(b) = 3:

1. (b, 1) is a cross-group edge and belongs toEB;

2. (b, a) is an internal edge and belongs toEint;

3. (b, d) is neither an internal edge, nor a cross-group edge.

We consider thatb did not exhibit any type of antagonism to members of the other

group; since it established thesamenumber of connections toB2,1 andI1. Note that the

same reasoning is applicable to the remaining members of theboundary,d, 1 and2. The

network from Figure 2.2, according to our principle, does not exhibit polarization. Note that

edges(b, d), (a, c), (1, 2), (3, 4) and(e, 2) are intentionally not included in this evaluation,

since they capture more homophily between nodes than antagonism between groups.

Equation 2.6 generalizes the comparison among the connectivity choices that nodes in

Bi,j make while connecting to members fromIi or Bj,i. For each nodev belonging to the

boundaryB, we compute the ratio between the number of edges it has inEint (which we

call di(v)) and the total number of edges inEint andedges inEB (which we calldb(v)). We

compare such ratio with the following null hypothesis: eachnode spreads its edges equally

between internal nodes and nodes from the other community.P lies in the range (-1/2,+1/2);

aP value below0 indicates not only lack of polarization, but also that nodesin the boundary

are more likely to connect to the other side. Conversely, aP value greater than zero indicates

that, on average, nodes on the boundary tend to connect to internal nodes rather than to nodes

from the other group, indicating that antagonism is likely to be present. In the case of the

communities shown on Figure 2.2,P = 0, since all boundary nodes established the same

number of connections to internal nodes and to nodes from thealternate community.

P =
1

|B|

∑

v∈B

[

di(v)

db(v) + di(v)
− 0.5

]

(2.6)

P is somehow similar toE-I Ratio [85], a social network measure that compares the

relative density of internal connections within a social group compared to the number of

connections that it has to the external world. It was used in the context of organizational

networks and was designed to demonstrate how informal networks crossed formal internal

group structures; here we use the similar idea of comparing of the ratio of internal/external

edges, but with the goal of measuring polarization in mind.

Absence of Boundary.While traditional community quality measures such as modu-

larity are relatively high for a network comprised of two isolated communities, our polariza-

tion metric cannot be computed whenB = ∅. While this case can be interpreted as a network

of very high polarization, we consider that it is more reasonable to state that it is not possible
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to assess polarization between two isolated communities, since it can be the case that each

group does not know each other at all. The intuition here is that the hypothesis is not verifi-

able, since the groups do not have any interaction and we cannot guarantee that there is any

polarization. It corresponds to asking whether there is polarization between human beings

and extraterrestrials.

Tabela 2.2.ModularityQ and PolarizationP for networks described in Table 2.1.

network media modularity Q polarization P

1 - NYC Teams Twitter 0.15 -0.002
2 - University Facebook 0.24 -0.24

3 - Karate’s Club friendships 0.35 0.17
4 - Brazilian Soccer Teams Twitter 0.39 0.20

5 - US Political Blogs blogs 0.42 0.18

In Table 2.2 we compare values of modularityQ and polarizationP for the set of da-

tasets we consider in this work; networks are sorted according to their modularity values.

Although higher values ofP tend to correlate with higher values ofQ, we can observe an

important difference with respect to the sign of the measured values. For the network compri-

sing supporters of New York City football and basketball teams (NY Giants and NY Knicks),

our metricP detects absence of polarization (P = −0.002), suggesting that although fans

are divided into two groups, they do not oppose each other. This is different from network 4,

which comprises fans of two rival soccer teams from Brazil; inthis case our metric indicates

that there is, indeed, polarization among such fans (P = 0.20). TheUniversity network

exhibits a negative valueP = −0.24. This result is consistent with recent work that examine

the overlap between communities in social networks and concluded that the overlap tend to

be denser, in terms of number of edges, than the group themselves [172]. The boundary

connects users that share common interests and background,such as supporting both NY

Knicks and NY Giants or having attended high school and college together. In the case of

polarized communities, such pluralistic homophily is not present.

In order to highlight the differences in the structure of large polarized and non-

polarized online social networks, we compare in Figure 2.3 the node-specific values of
di(v)

db(v)+di(v)
− 0.5, which we callPv, for each nodev on the boundary of each network. The

number of nodes withPv < 0.5 is very limited on the polarized network of Brazilian soccer

rivals, indicating their likelihood to connect to internalnodes rather than endorsing (retwe-

eting) adversaries. Note, also, that the slope of the curve formed by points withPv < 0

on the polarized network is more inclined, reflecting that nodes face resistance to connect

to the boundary. We interpret such difference w.r.t. slope as a genuine manifestation of an-

tagonism. In the curve of the non-polarized network, however, the slope before and after
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P = 0 is roughly the same, indicating that nodes present the same likelihood to establish

connections, what we interpret as a sign of absence of polarization.
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Figura 2.3.Pv for users belonging to Twitter communities debating Sports. A polarized
social network is characterized by a small number of nodes that prefer cross-boundary
connections (Pv < 0).

2.3 Opinion Analysis on the Gun Control Debate

In this section we use the polarization metricP we introduced in the last section to analyze

opinions expressed on the gun control issue in Twitter. The debate around gun control laws

has long history in the United States and is often present in political debates [23]. Events

related to the issue, such as the shootings in the Sandy Hook Elementary School in Con-

necticut, on December 14, 2012, unleash bursts of strong opinions on the topic. From that

date until February 10, 2013 we collected 3,816,137 tweets mentioning gun control-related

keywords. Since gun control is a typically polarizing topic, we attempt to use the network

structure to interpret, predict and analyze opinions expressed regarding the issue.

When plotting the social network induced byretweetson Gephi and executing the

modularity maximization algorithm from [24], we got the three communities shown in Fi-

gure 2.4. We start by computing modularityQ for each of the three pairs of communities:

the modularity between the leftmost group (colored in green) and the rightmost group (in

yellow) isQ = 0.47; while modularity for communities 1 and 2 isQ = 0.31. Finally, the
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Figura 2.4. Communities obtained from gun control debate on Twitter. Nodes are users
and edges representretweets. From the left to the right, we refer to them as communities
1 (green), 2 (blue) and 3 (yellow).

modularity between groups 2 and 3 isQ = 0.26. Although we expect the most distant groups

to have conflicting opinions and viewpoints, the lack of a more precise measurement of how

polarization limits the understanding of the opinion sharing patterns among nodes. Does

group 2 has a different, third opinion in comparison to group3, or do they share a common

viewpoint, and the division into two communities is caused by other factors? This answer is

not provided by the analysis of the modularity metric by itself, because we do not know in

advance whetherQ = 0.26 is high enough to state that there is antagonism between commu-

nity members, or if such threshold exists and is dependent ofthe social media platform or

the nature of the interactions.

To gain insights on the relationships between the groups, wecalculate the metricP

we proposed for each pair of communities. Results are shown inTable 2.3. By analyzing

theQ values, it is not immediately obvious what are the sharing and conflicting opinions

between groups. However, our polarization metricP provides better clues on the opinion

sharing patterns. Community1 is predicted to be polarized with communities2 and3, with

P = +0.23 andP = +0.32, respectively. On the other hand, our metric predicts that

communities2 and3 have no polarization at all (P = −0.14). On the contrary, aP value

significantly below zero means that nodes in the boundary tend to establish more cross-

group connections than expected. By manual verification of a sample of the profiles of users

belonging to each group, we concluded that group1 is dominated by conservative voices,

while liberals are concentrated on group3. Group2 is dominated by independent opinion

holders.

In Figure 2.5, we plot the distribution ofPv for the boundary nodes for each pair of
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Tabela 2.3.ModularityQ and PolarizationP for Gun Control debate.

communities modularity Q polarization P

GC-1 and GC-2 0.31 +0.23
GC-1 and GC-3 0.47 +0.32
GC-2 and GC-3 0.26 -0.14
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Figura 2.5. Pv for users nodes belonging to Twitter communities debating Gun Con-
trol. On the pairs of polarized communities (1–2 and 1–3), few nodes establish more
connections with the alternate group than with internal nodes (Pv < 0).

communities. We can note a clear difference in the shape of the curve corresponding to the

pair of communities 2–3 in comparison to 1–2 and 1–3: in addition to a significant number

of nodes withPv < 0 on the non-polarized network, the smooth transition from nodes that

are more likely to connect to internal nodes from nodes that are more likely to connect

to boundary nodes contrasts with the quickly decrease in thepolarized curves, indicating

that the boundary reduces the likelihood of connections, acting as a barrier. Moreover, the

difference in modularityQ for pairs 2–3 and 1–2 is just0.05, however their structure is

fundamentally different, as Figure 2.5 shows. We believe that the different distributions we

found may support the building of graph generation models that better represent polarized

and non-polarized social networks.

In Table 2.4, we present some of the most popular tweets posted by members from

each community comparing statistics, facts and gun regulations from three other countries –

China, Australia, and Canada, in addition to the United Kingdom. Tweets from group1 show
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Tabela 2.4. Popular Tweets on Gun Control debate since Newtown Shootings, on De-
cember 14, 2012, for each community shown in Figure 2.4. Confirmation bias on pola-
rized debate makes people focus on facts that confirm their previous opinion.

group Twitter user tweet #RTs

1 @tillerylakelady
2 those of you whining about #gun control-a madman used a KNIFE to stab 20+ kids inChina today.
Its not about guns,its about mental health.

71

1 @JohnGaltTx
Since theAustralia Gun Ban, the following increased:
Armed Robberies +69%, Assaults with Guns +28%, Gun Murders +19%, Home Invasions +21%

12

1 @Gere341
TAKE NOTE LIBS- Canada is a gun controlled country.
Yet there was a deadly Mall Shooting last June Someone wants 2 get access2guns, theyWill

16

1 @RightCentrist
466 violent crimes per 100K ppl in the US, 2034 violent crimes per 100K ppl inUK
- Statistic says it all - gun control fails.

14

2 @alexblagg
22 children inChina attacked with a knife today, no deaths.
Senseless violence can’t be prevented. Gun violence can.

182

2 @jasonwstein
18 school shootings inAustralia before 1981.
They banned semi-automatic weapons. No big school shootings since. via @cnbc

19

2 @igorvolsky
9,000 people killed with guns last year.
In similar countries like Germany, 170.Canada, 150. There is a reason for that.

12

2 @Tinkerbell_
51 people were killed by guns in theUK in 2011. 51.
In the ENTIRE year. USA 8,583. Now say gun control does not work.

10

3 @EstherKramer1
22 hurt by knife attack inChina vs. 20 kids dead via gun in USA.
Crazy people kill but guns help them out a lot. #GunControlNow

14

3 @rationalists
1996: Gunman kills 35 in Port Arthur,Australia .
1997: Australia bans guns. 2012: Massacres since 1997: NONE!

57

3 @sean_dixon
In Canadawe watch the same films as in the US.
We play the same games, have the same mental health issues. So whats the difference? #NRA

11

3 @Good_Beard
5 times as many murders per head of population in USA as inUK .
Do you think thats because Americans are 5 times as evil or have more guns?

53

a clear pro-gun rationale, and an anti-gun position for groups2 and3 is also evident. The

content posted by users, therefore, is in accordance to the measurement of our polarization

metric. More interestingly, each group attempted to use statistics from each country in their

favor; the same country is used as a case that favors gun rights (group1) and as a case

that favors gun control (groups2 and3). The focus on evidences that reinforce previous

opinions is a cognitive bias known as confirmation bias [127]. In the case of China, Twitter

users comment on thesamefact – the attack of children with a knife-armed man – and yet

they use the fact to reinforce contrasting opinions. Such phenomenon, known in the social

psychology literature asbelief polarization[109], is one of the strongest evidences that a

group of individuals is divided into polarized groups. Notethat our understanding of the

relationship between the three groups provided by our polarization metricP allowed us to

quickly find such contradicting opinions, and our methodology may support sociological

studies on polarization of opinions based on social media data.

2.4 Concentration of Popular Nodes Along the

Boundary

In this section we investigate another structural characteristic that may help on the identifi-

cation of polarization – the concentration of popular (high-degree) nodes in the boundary.
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Since polarization is associated with antagonism, we expect popular nodes to be present far

from the boundary, as strong representatives of their groupviewpoints that do not find en-

dorsement from the opposing side. On the other hand, we expect non-polarized communities

to promote the existence of high-degree nodes in the boundaries, since such nodes are more

prone to enjoy popularity from both sides.

To measure the concentration of high-degree nodes in the boundary, we build, for each

social network, two ranksr andrb. r is a rank of all nodes in the graph sorted by degree, in

descending order of popularity.rb ranks the same nodes, but according todb, i.e., the number

of cross-boundary connections. We then use Spearman’s rankcorrelation coefficient [147] ρ

to capture the statistical dependence betweenr andrb. Spearman’s correlation captures how

well the relationship between two variables can be described by a monotonic function and

its value ranges from−1 to+1. ρ(X, Y ) = 1 means that variableY is a perfectly monotonic

function ofX. In our context, a highρ means that high-ranked nodes in the graph tend to be

also high-ranked in the boundary, indicating a concentration of high-degree nodes along the

boundary. A lowρ indicates that many high-degree nodes in the graph are low-ranked inrb,

what indicates that there is a significant number of popular nodes which do not belong to the

boundary.

Figure 2.6 compares overall and boundary ranking positionsfor nodes in the

University social network. Note that high-ranked nodes inr tend to also be high-ranked

in rb, andρ = 0.84 indicates that the network promotes a convergence of popular nodes to

the boundary. We interpret this result as a strong indication of absence of polarization.

In Figure 2.7 we showr andrb for the nodes belonging to non-polarized communities

2–3 in the gun control network. This graph is better interpreted when compared to Figu-

res 2.8 and 2.9, which exihibit the corresponding results for polarized communities 1–2 and

1–3, respectively. Since nodes that exhibit the same degreeare tied in the rankings, we added

to each rank position a random value between 0 and 5% of its absolute value to allow a better

visualization of point density. Note that, in Figure 2.7, a large number of high-ranked nodes

in r are also high-ranked boundary nodes inrb. A large concentration of nodes is observed

in the range 1–5000 ofr andrb in this pair of communities, in comparison to Figures 2.8

and 2.9. Theρ value is also significantly higher in the case of Figure 2.7 (ρ = 0.70), sup-

porting our intution w.r.t. the relationship between the concentration of high-degree nodes

along the boundary and the existence of polarization.

Table 2.5 showsρ measurements for the other social networks we consider in this

work. We note that, although polarized networks tend to exhibit lower values ofρ, this is not

always true. The U.S. Political blogs has a concentration ofpopular nodes in the boundary

which is equivalent to the NYC-Teams network, despite of the differences in bothQ andP .

A possible explanation for such differences is that the political domains count with many
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Figura 2.6. Concentration of popular nodes in the boundary forUniversity network
– ρ = 0.84. The high value ofρ indicates absence of polarization.

Tabela 2.5. ModularityQ, PolarizationP and Spearman’s Correlationρ for networks
described in Table 2.1.

network media modularity Q polarization P ρ

1 - NYC Teams Twitter 0.15 -0.002 0.65
2 - University Facebook 0.24 -0.24 0.84

3 - Karate’s Club friendships 0.35 0.17 0.62
4 - Brazilian Soccer Teams Twitter 0.39 0.20 0.39

5 - US Political Blogs blogs 0.42 0.18 0.65

media outlets that connect to both sides and thus gain popularity in the boundary, despite the

polarized context.

2.5 Conclusions

In this part of this work, our goal is to demonstrate that literature of polarization of opinions

in social networks has focused attention on domainspreviously knownto induce polarization;

as a consequence, the necessary and sufficient structural characteristics of polarized social

networks were unclear. We perform a comparison between polarized and non-polarized

networks and propose a new metric designed to measure the degree of polarization between

two communities. Unlike modularity, which simultaneouslymeasures homophily and an-

tagonism between groups, our metric focus on the existence (or absence) of antagonism
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between the groups. We consider nodes’ decisions towards connecting to users who belong

to the other (potentially opposing) group, in comparison toconnect to members of its own

group. Furthermore, we also show that polarized networks tend to exhibit a low concentra-

tion of high-degree nodes in the boundary between two communities.

One aspect that we do not took into account in our metrics is the group sizes; they make

the implicit assumption that group sizes to not differ significantly. Extending the formulas to

account for group sizes is left to future work.

In practical applications, we believe that modularity and our metricsP andρ can be

used together and complementarily, helping in raising evidence whether a topic discussion

embedded in a social network is subject to polarization. As we will demonstrate in the next

Chapters, the particular structural characteristics of a polarized social network enable tasks

such as sentiment analysis to be addressed based on well-known behavioral patterns that

arise in such a setting.



Capítulo 3

Finding Community Structure and

Community Relationships in

Multipolarized Social Networks

As we discussed in Chapters 1 and 2, a polarized discussion is often related to a strong bias

on opinion holders. Bias has been extensively studied by sociologists as a characteristic

of people or entities which holds apartial view regarding a topic or issue and therefore

lacks neutrality. We can find bias in almost any scenario where opinions are expressed, and

common contexts where bias can be easily spotted are Politics, Sports and debate on public

policies [84]. It is observed both on ordinary people and on the mainstream media [119],

which can be biased both when selecting which events are covered and on the veracity of

their coverage [45].

In general, biased opinion holders exhibit one or more of thefollowing characteris-

tics [161]:

• lack of proper balance and neutrality in argumentation;

• lack of proper critical doubt;

• the existence of a personal interest from the arguer in the outcome of the argument or

discussion.

Taking decisions based on biased judgments is a pervasive characteristic of human

behavior which results fromcognitive biases, which are systematic errors on judgment and

interpretations [13]. Such errors can be produced by emotional and moral reasons(such as

the case when the arguer has an interest on the issue), but also can be caused by subtle,

irrational characteristics of human reasoning. A wide listof cognitive biases that affect

human thinking and how they express their opinions about facts have been identified in the

29
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last six decades by social scientists and psychologists [134]. Some of the most pervasive

biases that affect people’s opinions are:

• Confirmation Bias: Confirmation Bias is a cognitive bias which makes people in-

terpret new evidence in ways that confirm and reinforce the beliefs they already

hold [114; 133]. It is sometimes referred as one of the main flaws on human reaso-

ning [127]. It causes a selective thinking whereby one tends to noticeand to look for

whatever confirms his or her beliefs, and to ignore, not look for, or undervalue the re-

levance of what contradicts these beliefs. A classical example of confirmation bias on

a discussion is the case of soccer fans which are sure that their teams are always in di-

sadvantage in referees’ decisions: since they already holdthis (negative) opinion, there

is a high chance they will pay attention on subsequent referee’s mistakes against their

teams and do not pay the same attention to mistakes in favor their teams.

Another interesting example on how confirmation bias manifests was discovered by

researcher Valdis Krebs while analyzing book purchasing trends during the 2008 U.S.

Presidential Elections. He found that people who already supported Barack Obama ten-

ded to buy books that praised him, while people that dislikedObama had an increased

chance of buyings books which were critical to him [86]. In other words, if someone

has a favorite presidential candidate, he or she is more likely to pay more attention

and give more credence to information that is favorable to him, and negative to other

candidates [83], and such confirmation bias will inevitably lead us to give more posi-

tive opinions on people and subjects we already support and more negative opinions on

what we already were against.

• Motivated Reasoning: Motivated reasoning is the process of subjecting information

that contradicts our previous beliefs to greater scrutiny than information that confirms

our existing beliefs [162]. Motivated reasoning is a clear manifestation of the fact that

the goals and motives one have in mind affect their reasoning[87]; in other words, we

prefer to believe in our existing beliefs because it is “easier” than examine new con-

tradictory information, in an effort to maintain existing evaluations. Reasoning away

contradictions is psychologically easier than revising our feelings. In Politics, motiva-

ted reasoning has been shown to manifest when voters acquireinformation and deter-

mine whether that new information supports or opposes theircandidate expectations.

Instead of decreasing their good evaluation on their preferred candidate, the opposite

may happen [136].

• Hindsight Bias: Hindsight bias is a cognitive bias that is related to the tendency pe-

ople have to view events as more predictable than they reallyare. After an event has

taken place, people often believe that they knew the outcomeof the event before it
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happened [114; 162]. Hindsight bias is also known as the “I-knew-it-all-alongpheno-

menon”. This bias affects opinions since people criticize other people and factsafter

the event has happened, suggesting that they had a prediction capability that they actu-

ally do not have. Such bias is pervasive in domains such as Sports, in which opinions

such as “I knew the Giants would defeat the Patriots in the Super Bowl” and “I knew

they should have changed quarterbacks” are commonplace [152].

• Self-Reporting Bias: When people report to others about their feelings and the daily

events that happen with them, they are often biased in the sense that what they report is

not a random sample of what they feel. This is specially true in social media systems,

where people make a decision in posting an opinion or not depending on whether they

think it will be of interest of their friends [82]. An example of such self-reporting bias

is that we are more likely to see people tweeting about drinking wine than drinking

water, even though the latter action is much more frequent than the first. For the matter

of analyzing opinions, we have to keep in mind that people canbe more motivated to

express positive or negative opinions depending on the scenario, and this bias can affect

the interpretation of sentiment expressed in social media systems [78].

Note that, in different ways, most cognitive biases lead theopinion holder to keep,

justify and reinforce apreviousopinion or belief, while new events happen regarding the

issue he or she is judging. Sometimes bias is so strong among opinion holders that it can

lead to two people with different biases draw different conclusions after examining thesame

evidence, a behavior known asattitude (or belief) polarization[8]. In a seminal experiment

conducted by [109], subjects who were selected because of having different views on the

death penalty were pulled further apart after reading the same essay about the death penalty.

The connection between cognitive biases and polarization is that, on a polarized de-

bate, most people already have such “previous” opinion: it is their favorite candidate/party,

their preferred soccer team, if they are in favor or against some governamental decision etc.

In some cases of extreme bias, the opinion holder can be considered almost as a proxy for

the opinion itself [150]. For instance, someone who clearly supports a candidate inan elec-

tion will tend to post positive comments about him and negative comments about his/her

adversaries on a regular basis.

As a consequence, quantifying the opinion holder bias towards a topic may be of great

help in predicting opinions. On the remainder of this Chapter, we assume that opinion hol-

ders sharing a similar viewpoint will cluster themselves into communities in a social network,

and devise a method to accurately find the communities themselves and the polarity relati-

onships among communities – a crucial information on predicting opinions regarding entities

that belong to individual communities, as we will later demonstrate.
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3.1 Finding communities and community

relationships in social networks

Directly identifying the manifestation of cognitive biases listed on the previous section would

be challenging, since each cognitive bias would need to be modeled and captured separately.

Our strategy is to make use of thesocial interactionsamong social media users to try to

infer their individual biases regarding a polarized topicT . We hypothesize that opinion

holders carrying a similar viewpoint with respect toT will naturally group themselves into

communities – a set of clusters containing nodes that establish links more frequently to

nodes belonging to the same cluster than with nodes from different clusters [47]. The study

of algorithms that find meaningful communities in graphs andmore specifically in social

networks is an established and field in network analysis; most of these algorithms seek to

maximize a criteria of link density inside communities and minimize it across communities,

leading to well-known approaches such as modularity maximization [59], random walks and

spectral analysis [171].

Standard community mining on unsigned graphs, however, do not output the relati-

onship among theK communities found. Is the relationship between each of the
(

K
2

)

pairs

of communities antagonistic, supportive or indifferent one to each other? Finding such rela-

tionships is of great importance not only to the social sciences, but also to support the design

of algorithms that exploit the network structure in conjunction with opinionated text expres-

sed to better perform tasks such as recommendation, sentiment analysis and news curation

on online social platforms [29; 150; 53; 103], as we will later detail in this dissertation, in

Chapter 4. In the social network analysis literature, community relationships are usually

found through different approaches:

• Inferred from the domain. In many contexts, it is previously known that the domain

of discussion induces polarization among a pair of communities and stimulate a social

group to divide itself into two sub-groups with conflicting viewpoints regarding a topic.

Political ideology, same-sex marriage, gun control, abortion, immigration and global

warming are only a few examples of scientific, moral and social divisive issues that are

known to become dominated by increasingly extreme and strong opposite opinions [92;

121; 73; 163] and generate well-separated social communities, as shownin a diverse set

of social media systems such as Twitter and the Blogosphere [3; 33]. As an example,

Figure 3.1 shows the division on opinion holders writing about U.S. Politics on two

different social media platforms. Figure 3.1(a) (extracted from [3]) displays the U.S.

political blogosphere during U.S. 2004 Elections, while Figure 3.1(b) shows a similar

pattern on Twitter, during the 2010 U.S. Congressional midterm Elections ([33]). In
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such settings, no specific analysis on the polarity of the links crossing the communities

is performed; the antagonism is implicitly assumed due to the political domain and the

modular division of the social graphs into two communities historically known to be

antagonistic.

• Inferred from a signed graph. Uncovering polarity relationships among communi-

ties do not bring significant additional challenges apart from finding the communities

themselves if we have access to asigned graph– a network whose edges are expli-

citly labeled as positive or negative [97; 98]. If that is the case, communities can be

found through algorithms designed to mine signed networks such as [91; 170]. After

the communities are determined, the proportion and volume of positive and negative

edges flowing between each pair of communities will directlyunveil the relationships

of support, antagonism or indifference between communities [171].

(a) 2004 U.S. Political Blogosphere (b) 2010 U.S. Political Twitter

Figura 3.1. On the left, a typical bipolarized social network showing the division of
political blogs into two communities – liberals and conservatives [3] (edges are web
page citations). On the right, a similar division on Twitter (edges are retweets). The
separation of nodes into two clear communities is a strong pattern observed onpolarized
discussions. Usually, no explicit analysis on edge signs is performed andthe antagonism
is assumed because of the domain of analysis.

In this Chapter we aim to analyze social networks which do not fall in those two cases.

We are particularly interested in inferring polarity relationships among social communities

in settings that follow the following properties:

1. Multipolarization ( K > 2). While the majority of research on social network analysis

of polarized discussions has focused on the classical case of bipolarization – charac-

terized by the emergence of exactly two conflicting groups representing two opposite
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viewpoints, as shown in Figure 3.1, we are interested on domains where more than two

viewpoints and discussion sides that interact with respectto a topic arise: think, for

example, of multipartisan political systems (as in Brazil).In Figure 3.2, we plot in dif-

ferent colors the three largest communities found in a network of retweets and replies

obtained from Twitter during the 2014 Brazilian Presidential Elections, representing

groups of people formed around the 3 main candidates (Dilma Rousseff, Aecio Neves

and Marina Silva). Differently from the bipolarized political landscape from Figure 3.1,

on multipolarized discussions we observe more complex relationships and interactions

between social groups, rather than the support versus antagonism dualism. On the bi-

polarized case, once you find the leaning or preference of a user or group toward a topic

or issue, their viewpoint regarding the opposite viewpointis implicitly determined. For

instance, the determination of the community of supportersof pro-choice in abortion

discussion implicitly carries their antagonism and disagreement with respect to the pro-

life side; the same rationale applies to the division of nodes into democrat/republicans,

pro gun-control/pro gun freedom etc. However, when there are K > 2 possible si-

des one can belong to, the identification of an individual as amember of a community

does not necessarily implies on a notion of antagonism with respect to all the remaining

K−1 groups. He/she can be indifferent, or neutral, to a subset ofthe remaining groups,

or can support more than one group simultaneously. On a multipolarized social graph,

once we find that an opinion holder belongs to a community, hisor her preference re-

garding the other sides is not automatically determined andwe need to explicitly find

the negative opinions regarding each side, if they exist. Inthis Chapter, we propose

an automatic method of finding negative messages posted in a social network formed

by (potentially) antagonistic communities which requiresas supervision a small set of

positive seeds (i.e., users or messages) that convey a positive polarity with respect to

each community.

2. Unsigned network. On general purpose online social networks such as Facebook and

Twitter, there is no explicit positive and negative signs encoded on the edges, and for

most tasks all edges are assumed to be positive [173; 88]. Edges in such networks are

created by two main types: message broadcasts (e.g., retweets, shares) and communi-

cation interactions (replies, or comments). Both are inherently ambiguous regarding to

the polarity of the sentiment they convey. Replies, as on web hyperlinks, do not carry

an explicit sentiment label and can be either positive or negative [97; 176]. A message

broadcast, on the other hand, tends in most cases to be a signal of agreement; in fact,

first works on behavioral analysis on Twitter defined retweets as a strictly positive in-

teraction [26]. It is known from empirical observation, however, that people also use
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Figura 3.2. Network of retweets and replies obtained from Twitter show 3 communities
formed around the 3 main candidates in the 2014 Brazilian Presidential Elections. The
(

3
23

)

pairs of communities do not necessarily share mutually antagonism, and antagonism
for each pair can exist in different intensities. Comparing different levels of antagonism
between each pair of community is a challenge that is not present on bipolarized social
networks.

broadcasts to convey a negative sentiment with respect to the message’s author or its

content. “Retweets are not endorsements” is a common line found in biographies of

journalists and think tankers in Twitter, while some peopleshare stuff that they vehe-

mently disagree with only to show the idiocy of the people they oppose. In summary,

retweets and shares can be used as a “hate-linking” strategy– linking to disagree and

criticize, often in an ironic and sarcastic manner, rather than endorse [154]. One can

also broadcast the original message and add comments to it, often in disagreement with

the original content, what also contributes to turn retweets into an ambiguous signal

with respect to the sentiment being conveyed in that interaction.

In the context of multipolarized communities in unsigned networks, we make two main

contributions. First, we demonstrate that the simplifyingassumptions valid for bipolarized

social networks do not hold when we go to theK > 2 case. Multipolarized social networks

unveil subtleties and inconsistencies that are “hidden” ontraditional bipolarized networks

on which current research focuses. In particular, we found that communities that aremore

antagonistic share each other’s contentmore often, what can be easily misinterpreted as a

signal of support by naïve network models. On a bipolarized social network, such behavior

does not manifest as a problem, but as we will show later in this Chapter, it significantly

harms the understanding of group relationships when more than 2 communities arise with

respect to a topic.

Our second contribution is to propose a strategy to make sense of group relationships

in multipolarized social networks, in settings where the two aforementioned approaches are

not applicable, i.e., the domain does not imply that antagonism is the dominant relationship

between every pair of communities, and edges signs are not natively available. To make

sense of the relationships between multipolarized communities and deal with the ambiguity
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in the signal provided by retweets and replies, we propose toemploy a more reliable signal

to detect antagonism: thelack of interaction between some specific sets of users and mes-

sages. These sets are defined in a way that only messages that lie on the boundary between

communities are considered, in order to provide a stronger confidence that users that do not

react to a message are doing so because of disagreement, not because they are not aware

of such messages. Such messages, inferred from a negative implicit feedback strategy, are

then considered asnegative seeds, from which we propagate random walks that identify the

degree of antagonism with respect to an entity in the whole social graph.

This Chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.2 discusses related work on polariza-

tion, signed networks and analysis of antagonistic communities. Section 3.3 analyzes two

Twitter social graphs build over interactions on Politics and Soccer topics to empirically de-

monstrate that, on multipolarized social networks, the naïve assumptions made by analysis

on bipolarized social networks are ambiguous and misleading. On Section 3.4, we present

our model that correctly identifies the relationships amongmultipolarized communities.

3.2 Related Work

Our work focuses on community detection and the relationships among the communities

in a setting that lies in the intersection of two fields in the social network literature: social

networks subject to polarization and signed networks.

From the sociological perspective, polarization can be formally understood as a state

that “refers to the extent to which opinions on an issue are opposed in relation to some theo-

retical maximum”, and, as a process, it is the increase in such opposition over time, causing a

social group to divide itself into two sub-groups with conflicting and antagonistic viewpoints

regarding a topic [149; 74; 121; 132]. Understanding polarization on online discussions and

the social structures induced by polarized debate is important because polarization of opini-

ons induces segregation in the society, causing people withdifferent viewpoints to become

isolated in islands where everyone thinks like them [159]. Such filter bubble caused by social

media systems limits the exposure of users to ideologicallydiverse content, and is a growing

concern [95; 11].

Polarization has been measured when interactions are knownto have a predominant

positive or agreement tendency; for instance, one can measure media bias by simply counting

the number of times a particular media outlet cites various sources, and compare this to the

citation rates of those same sources by congressmen; this approach, for instance, unveiled a

strong liberal bias in the US news media [119]. In such analysis, there is a strong assumption,

not always made explicit, that a citation is on average positive. Studies adopting similar
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assumptions have categorized political blogs according totheir political bias and analyze the

communication patterns and network structure that different political views induce [3]. Bias

in political blogs has also been used to predict the bias of political articles in the online news

media [53], by, again, counting the number of liberal and conservative blogs that cite each

article. A similar strategy has been employed by [61], but considering Twitter followers as

the primary evidence of bias.

The vast amount of work on polarized social networks, both onthe social and computer

sciences, limit themselves to analyze the traditional caseof two conflicting sides: liberal

versus conservative parties, pro-gun and anti-gun voices,pro-choice and pro-life [33; 107;

3; 175; 169]. Our work aims to characterize and model scenarios where more than two

communities respond and discuss a topic, as a way of clarifying these hidden assumptions

made by polarized social networks analysis that have been conducted on previous research,

as will become clearer on the next sections.

Our research also relates to another specialization of social network analysis which

so far has been done independently from polarization studies – signed graphs. Structural

network characteristics such as distances, clustering coefficients and centrality have been

measured in signed social networks [88] and supervised approaches that aim to classify ed-

ges into positive or negative have been of great interest recently [98; 97]. When the edge

signs are known, extending community detection algorithmsto deal with negative edges is a

natural path that has received some attention recently [91; 170; 171; 108]. In such cases, the

relationships among communities is easily reflected by the number of positive and negative

edges flowing from the source community to a target community.

Since we are interested in social networks extracted from platforms such as Twitter and

Facebook, where broadcasts and replies can be either positive or negative, community de-

tection algorithms that receive as an input a signed networkare not directly applicable. Very

few works try to infer edge signs from a network of unsigned edges [173]; some works ex-

plore evidences of agreement or disagreement to predict thesign of the edges in the absence

of ground truth information. For example, [2; 9] build NLP models based on the surroun-

ding text of a paper citation to predict the polarity of a citation, while [158] have explored

edits on wikipedia content as evidence of disagreement between users. [4] have noticed the

fact that comments and replies on newsgroups tend to indicate disagreement, a consequence

of the fact that when you disagree you have more to say then when you agree; agreement

usually implies on being redundant on what has already been said [63]. Another line of re-

search has been to mine the text [66; 67] associated with users communication to infer their

relationships.

While many works recognize that negative links are generallynot explicit in social

media, many works try to infer them assuming that the observed interactions are posi-
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tive [89; 151]. While retweets are still widely seen as a positive interaction, more recent

works started to investigate negative aspects of retweeting, such as fake retweets that arti-

ficially boost users’ popularity [57]. Our analysis, however, see retweets with a negative

polarity as legitimate interactions. Many users, indeed, stress in their bios that “retweets are

not endorsements”.

Our work borrows from both lines of research in social network analysis because,

although we still base our work to domains subject to polarization that lead to the formation

of communities, although we do not automatically assign antagonism among all pairs of

communities. On the other hand, we do not have access to a signed graph, we do make

assumptions regarding the distribution of edge signs – namely, that users, most of the time,

establish interactions that are positive with respect to their point of view.

3.3 Community mining on a network of retweets

Our goal in this Section is to empirically demonstrate what are the implicit assumptions

assumed by network analysis of bipolarized unsigned socialnetworks and how they lead to

misleading conclusions when applied to networks that emerge from online discussions that

induce the division of opinion holders into more than two communities.

We used Twitter’s Firehose API to monitor a topic that motivate intense debate and

discussion on online media in general and thus are suitable for analysis of formation of

antagonistic and conflicting communities: Sports [93; 166]. More specifically, we collected

tweets about the 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013 and 2014 editions of the Brazilian Soccer League.

We collected mentions to the 12 largest Brazilian soccer teams and related keyword, such as

goal, penalty, yellow card, offside, among others. Table 3.1 provides details on the dataset.

Tabela 3.1.General description of the dataset on Brazilian Soccer debate collected from
Twitter.

information Brazilian Soccer dataset
period 2010-2014

# entities 12
# tweets 107.0 million

# retweets(RTs) 22.2 million
# replies 8.3 million
# users 14.1 million

Different graphs may be built based on these data. We chose torun the methodology

that is more commonly adopted by the literature: a graphG(V,E) is built whereV is the

set of users andE is the set of directed edges, where (u1, u2) is in E if u1 has retweeted or

replied to a message posted byu2 during the period of analysis [3; 33]. For this graph, we
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run a standard community detection algoritm (MCL [24]) to find groups of users that interact

more frequently within the group than with members from other groups. As expected, users

self-organize into communities around the most relevant entities associated to each topic.

Figure 3.3 displays the communities formed around the largest Brazilian soccer teams.

Figura 3.3. Network of retweets and obtained from Twitter showing communities for-
med around each of the top Brazilian Soccer teams.

Once the communities are found, our goal is to understand thepolarity of the relati-

onships among each pair of groups. Recall that, on polarized domains where two communi-

ties are found, no subsequent analysis is usually performed, other than the quantification of

the degree of separation between the pair of communities, using community quality metrics

such asmodularity, as we pointed out in Chapter 2. It is a standard practice to assume that

the more separated the communities are, the more antagonismis observed, as a consequence

of the homophily principle [113]. For instance, [181] correlates the increase in modularity in

the network of congressmen in the United States over time with the increase of polarization

between Republicans and Democrats. Those studies are constrained because there is only

one value of modularity or number of edges flowing from one community, hindering the ca-

pability of deeper understanding the semantic or value of such a number. Since the only pair

of communities from the domain to have an antagonistic relationship is already known, it is

not clear how the distribution of interaction types and the intensity of the interactions relate

to the polarity of the group relationship.

However, since we work withK > 2 communities, we now have
(

K
2

)

pairwise com-

munity separation measurements to compute and compare. More specifically, we compare

the proportion of retweets triggered from users belonging to communityi that flow toward

communityj:
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prop(i, j) =
RTi,j

K
∑

k=1

RTi,k

(3.1)

To evaluate the group relationships based on ratio of retweets flowing between each

pair of communities, we use as “ground truth” the known localrivalries that exist in Brazilian

Soccer among soccer clubs from the same city, as listed on Table 3.2. We do expect, thus,

that the relationships among the communities which concentrate supporters of each team

reflect, in some sense, the stronger antagonism known to exist due to local rivalries.

Tabela 3.2. Local Rivalries in Brazilian Soccer. Stronger antagonism exists between
soccer clubs and supporters belonging to the same Brazilian state.

state local rivalries
Minas Gerais Cruzeiro, Atletico-MG

Sao Paulo SPFC, Santos, Corinthians, Palmeiras
Rio Grande do Sul Grêmio, Internacional

Rio de Janeiro Flamengo, Fluminense, Vasco, Botafogo

On Figure 3.4 we plot the distribution of ofprop(i, j) for all the
(

K
2

)

pairs of communi-

ties formed around supportes of Brazilian clubs. The stackedhistograms show an unexpected

result: communities that are more antagonistic one to the other can broadcast each other’s

contentmore oftenthan when there is less, or none antagonism between them. Forexample,

the community of users that Cruzeiro supporters more frequently retweets is Atlético-MG,

their fierce rival in Minas Gerais state. In Rio Grande do Sul, Internacional supporters also

retweet Gremio’s tweets very often, even through they are also fierce rivals.

Note that, on traditional bipolarized domains in which current literature focuses, such

inconsistency is not noticed at all, since there is only a single pair of antagonistic communi-

ties and thus only a single separation/interation metric tobe computed.

The empirical observation that antagonistic communities share each other’s content

more often than expected can be explained by the negative semantic that can be embedded

in retweets and broadcasts, such as:

1. Sarcasm. It is common to see a user propagating a message he or she disagrees with

and putting it out of context, in order to create sarcasm or irony. In this case, we usually

see messages shared a certain period of time after it was originally posted. A classical

case is when the original message made a prediction that turned out to be shown false

some time later.

2. Fake or edited retweets. Another practice which is common among Twitter users

with contrary views is to create fake retweets, in the format“RT @user fake message”,
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Figura 3.4. More antagonistic communities retweet each other more than indifferent
communities (see stacked histograms in conjunction with Table 3.2. Sources andtarget
of retweets are shown.

assigning to@usera message he/she never has posted. Fake retweets have already

being investigated as a spamming activity in Twitter [122], in which spammers try

to borrow from the reputation of celebrities. In the contextof polarized discussions,

however, the goal is different – to create humour or to make criticism, or even spread

false information [124].

3. Share to show contrary opinion.Many times, a user propagates a message he or she

disagrees with to show the message to his/her followers or friends and comment on that

content. The goal is to start a discussion and gauge reactions.

The ambiguity of message broadcasts and replies can cause nodes to be wrongly as-

signed to its community, but, in general, it is not a big issuein finding communities because

on average these interactions are positive, and thus link density-based approaches are able to

correctly find the groups.

In this Section, we highlighted two assumptions that usually are implicitly made in

community analysis on unsigned social networks, which we here make explicit:

1. It is implicitly assumed that interactions are, on average, more likely to be positive than

negative, what leads to the correct identification of groups, despite the fact that some of
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the interactions may be, indeed, negative. For instance, inFigure 3.1(a), one blog can

cite the other to disagree with it, but since most of the time blog citation is used in a

positive way, the two groups are found. Since a fraction of retweet edges are negative,

it can cause misclassification of some users with respect to the community they belong

to.

2. The presence of antagonism is usually implicitly assumedfrom the domain, rather than

inferred from a principled method. Once users are grouped into two communities,

members of one group will automatically be assigned to have acontrary or antagonistic

opinion regarding the remaining group. These works do not need to deal with diffe-

rences between antagonism or indifference, neither with a more accurate treatment of

edge signs.

3.4 Semi-supervised community detection

In this Section, we use the empirical observation learned onthe previous section to devise

a community mining algorithm that outputs a set ofK communities and the relationships

among them. We work in the context of a well-delimited topicT where a certain level of

antagonism is expected among a subset of the communities induced byT . Moreover, we

assume that the number of communitiesK is known in advance and it is a parameter of our

method. For instance, a typical topic of interest is if T=“2012 US Elections”,K = 2 and

{K1 = Democrats,K2 = Republicans} are the possible sides one can belong to. In case

of T=“Brazilian Soccer”,K = 12 if we take into consideration communities that support the

12 most relevant Brazilian soccer clubs.

We want to exploit social interactions established in the context of T to solve the

following learning problem:

Given: K sides of discussion, a set of usersU , a set of messagesM =

[mu1
1 ,mu2

2 , ...,mun
n ], whereui is the author of the message (which belongs to theU set),

and a set of relationshipsE ⊂ U ×M that induce a bipartite graphG. These relationships

can be of multiple types, e..g, a user broadcasted a message (retweet, share) or replied to a

message. No individual sign of edges is provided.

Estimate: Pui, ∀u ∈ U, 1 ≤ i ≤ K, andPmi, ∀m ∈ M, 1 ≤ i ≤ K. Pui andPmi

represent the probability that useru or messagem provide a positive view with respect to

the viewpoints represented by communityi.

P = [PuPm]
T is a matrix that, for each pair(e, k), wheree is a node inG (which

can be either a useru or a messagem), k is a community, quantifies atPe,k the probability

thate leans towards communityk. Note that this representation naturally allows users and
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messages to have soft memberships to each community. For instance, ifT=“US Elections”,

a given media outletm can be found to bePm,democrats = 0.40 andPm,republicans = 0.60,

indicating that it tends to be fairly negative with respect to democrats (0.40 < 0.50 – which

represents full neutrality), and fairly positive to republicans. This pattern would differ, for

instance, from the official profile of Hillary Clinton, which could havePm,democrats = 0.99

andPm,republicans = 0.10 as reasonable values.

Notice that, at the same time that we seek to learn the leanings of each user/message

with respect to eachk ∈ 1 ≤ i ≤ K, communities are naturally found in this framework

by assigning nodee to communityk according toargmaxk = Puk, i.e., the community to

which the user is more positively leaned.

Our modeling has three main features:

Soft membership. There is a recent trend in the community detection literature to

focus onoverlapping communities[172; 165; 129], which allow a node in the graph to be-

long to more than one community. Grouping a node into a singlecommunity is a too strict

decision for many nodes; moreover, one node (either a user ora message) can support more

than one discussion side.

G as a bipartite graph of users and messages.It is known that the definition of

the network that will represent a set of data can greatly depend on the kind of task one is

trying to solve [37], and different networks relating users and their interactions could be

built based on the stream of messages we collect. Traditionally, a social networkG(V,E) is

represented as a set of usersV and a set of edgesE connect two users if they have interacted

at least once; thresholds can be applied to filter less frequent interactions [37]. The problem

with this network is that it hides user-message interactions that happen in the network: for

instance, two users with opposite opinions may propagate different messages from the same

media outlet, what could wrongly indicate that both share the same opinion. Connecting

users in this way hides the fact that each user post messages with a potentially different

sentiment with respect to different entities; i.e., a mediaoutlet can post a positive message

to the republican candidate one day and a negative message a week later. We then choose

to represent interactions (retweets, replies) in a user-message bipartite graph, as shown in

Figure 3.5. In this graph, the set of nodesV is composed of two disjoint setsU andM ;

U is the set of users andM is the set of messages posted during the observed time period.

The colored nodes are seeds that help on community detectionand how we use them will be

explained later in this Section.

Semi-supervised strategy.In polarized debate, there are usually few users that are

clearly biased towards one or more sides of a discussion, based on prior knowledge. For

example, in a political discussion, the official profiles of candidates and parties are expected

to only express opinions that are favorable to their side. Welabel users whose bias is clearly
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user 1

user 2

user 3

user 4

user 5

user 2

msg_1_1

msg_1_2

msg_2_1

msg_3_1

msg_3_2

msg_3_3

msg_3_4

msg_3_5

msg_4_1

msg_4_2

Figura 3.5. An hypothetical bipartite user-message graph. Nodesuser1 anduser5 are
seedsthat represent two communities that write messages with respect to topicT in a
social network. Each message is identified with its author; for instance, messagem3_4

is the fourth message posted byuser3.

identifiable as representative of a particular side in a discussion as the seeds that will guide

inference of class membership of the remaining nodes. We associate to each sidek in topic

T a set of positive seedsS+
k = [sk1, . . . , skj], which are nodes that represent that side;

formally, each useru is represented by~Pu, wherePui = 1 if i is the side the seed represents,

andPui = 0 otherwise.

In that direction, we can see the learning problem we are interested in as awithin-

network classification problem, a type of collective classification task where the network

is partially labeled, i.e., ground truth labels are available for a subset of nodes [110; 51].

Within-network classification is important in several domains, such as image processing,

classification of documents and fraud detection [40]. The goal of a within-network classi-

fication task is to use the network structure that connects nodes to infer the missing labels

(recall that our labels aresoft, since the polarity vector indicates a degree of membership
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to each class/side). Within-network classification is a semi-supervised task: a learning al-

gorithm will make use of both labeled and unlabeled nodes, propagating the knowledge

obtained from labeled nodes to the unlabeled nodes through the network edges.

We will next detail how we use the graphG and the seet of seedsS+ to infer the matrix

P , by assuming that all edges are positive. Later, we will relax this assumption.

3.4.1 Propagating positive seeds through Random Walk with

Restarts

For now we will leave aside the empirical observation from Section 3.3 that demonstrates

how retweets can have a negative polarity and initially assume that all edges are positive.

In that setting, our strategy to find communities around seeds will explore the rationale that

entities of similarPe,k are likely to be close to each other inG. For example, in the toy

example of Figure 3.5,user3 is closer touser1 than touser5 (through their common con-

nection to message3_3), what is an indicative thatuser3 is more likely to belong touser1’s

community than touser5’s.

In fact, the notion of proximity of nodes in a network as evidence of node similarity

has been applied in a wide range of problems, such as link prediction [100], collaborative

filtering and content recommendation [65]. Many proximity measures have been proposed

in the literature, ranging from the computation of the length of the shortest path between

nodes to random walk based measures [153; 49]. We have chosen to adopt a proximity

measure based on random walks with restarts, also known asPersonalized Page Rank. Given

a parameterα and a set of seedsS+
k , Personalized Page Rank is defined for node similarity

to seeds from sidek is

PPR(α, S+
k ) = α ∗ S+

k + (1− α)pr(α, s)W (3.2)

whereα is a constant in (0, 1] called teleportation constant,S+
k is a distribution called

seed (or preference) vector, andW is the transition matrix. Equation 3.2 defines a Markov

chain on nodes ofG:

1. With probabilityα, the random surfer which is currently at nodee follows a random

edge which links toe.

2. With probability1− α, the random surfer restarts at a seed uniformly chosen from set

S+
k .

We choose to employ random walks to find community around seeds for two reasons:
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• Random walks have been successfully applied for the sake of community detection,

for example, in MCL [156] and other approaches [6; 165]. The rationale is that, inside

a community, a random walker will spend more time inside the community and will

escape to other community with lower probability.

• A random walk is a stochastic process that outputs the probability that the random

walker reaches a nodes, it thus fits nicely on probabilistic models and any algorithm

that aims to compute outputs with degrees of confidence. Since our scenario carries an

inherent uncertainty regarding the polarity of edges, working with probabilities makes

it easier to reason about the nature of edges.

Given that it is previously assumed that the social graph is divided into K com-

munities, we expect as input, for each communityk = [1, 2, 3, ..., K], a set of seeds

S+
k = [sk,1, sk,2, ..., sk,n], that indicates which nodes (i.e., users or messages) are previously

known to belong to communityk.

For each set of seedsS+
k , we run random walk with restarts, as in Equation 3.3. Each

random walk propagates the known labels from the seed set to the remaining nodes – an stra-

tegy similar tolabel propagationsemi-supervised approaches which have been successfully

employed for classification in networked data [182].

rw+
k = RandomWalk(G,S+

k , α) (3.3)

rwk+ is a vector of dimensionality||U || + ||M ||; i.e., for each node it stores a proba-

bility > 0 that the random walker will pass through it. Based onrw+
k for k = 1, 2, 3, ...K,

the probability that nodee is positively leaned towards communityk is defined as in Equa-

tion 3.4.

Pe, k =
rw+

e,k
∑K

i=1 rwe,i

(3.4)

For instance, assumeK is 3 andrw+
e,k=1 = 0.01,rw+

e,k=2 = 0.001 andrw+
e,k=3 = 0.05.

According to Equation 3.4,Pe,k=1 = 0.164,Pe,k=2 = 0.016 andPe,k=3 = 0.820, indicating

that nodee is highly positive leaned towards sidek = 3, and negatively leaned towards sides

k = 1 andk = 2.

In Figure 3.6 we show the communities, using colors,Pe, k for the toy example from

Figure 3.5. In this example, two sides, blue and red, are represented by seedsuser1 and

user2. We then computerw+
e,blue andrw+

e,red for each nodee andPe,blue andPe,red according

to Equation 3.4.
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user 1

user 2

user 3

user 4

user 5

user 2

msg_1_1

msg_1_2
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msg_3_5

msg_4_1

msg_4_2

Figura 3.6. Computingrw+ for the toy example from Figure 3.5. Intensity of red and
blue denote the degree of membership to each node to each community.

3.4.2 Finding negative seeds with negative implicit feedback

As we demonstrated in Section 3.3, retweets and replies convey ambiguous signals regarding

polarity, what makes inference of antagonism and support between communities a challen-

ging task if one relies only on these interactions. Since edges can be negative, the random

walker will likely traverse negative links, making antagonistic users and user-message pairs

to have a high proximity inG, wrongly conveying the information that they share the same

polarity.

In Table 3.3, we provide details on how retweets and replies can be conscious me-

chanisms of expressing either positive or negative interactions. In addition to retweets and

replies, there is a third signal relating users and messages: absence of interaction. Intuitively,

the fact that a user ignored a message with respect to him or her side can convey disagre-

ement: since you do not agree with the content, is it reasonable that you do not share it to

your network, or do not feel motivated to reply to it and argueagainst it. On the other hand,
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absence of an interaction does not implicitly convey agreement. On average, we can then

expect that the absence of an edge between a user and a messageis more likely to convey

antagonism than agreement.

interaction/polarity positive negative

retweet endorsement irony, sarcasm, quoting to criticize
reply agreement disagreement

no interaction – disagreement

Tabela 3.3. Retweets and replies can be either positive or negative interactions, while
absence of interaction is not a mechanism of conveying positive sentiment with respect
to a content. However, ignoring a content indicates an increased changeof disagreement.

In fact, the exploitation of silence and absence of interaction as a useful signal to learn

user preferences has already been explored with relative success in recommendation systems

as a form ofnegative implicit feedback: most users do not provide explicit negative feedback

on content they dislike; they simply do not consume it [101; 72; 177]. For example, most

recommendation systems consider the buying action as an implicit positive signal, and the

returning of a product as a negative signal [141]. [177] use dwell time – the amount of time

the user spends visiting a page or item – as evidence to infer user opinion with respect to an

item.

Based on prior work that successfully employed implicit negative feedback and on the

intuition presented in Table 3.3, we devise a strategy to finda small set of messages that

are negative with respect the entity they mention with a highprobability, based on the less

ambiguous signal of lack of interaction between users and messages, when compared to

retweets and replies. More formally, based on our first approximation of user leanings repre-

sented on matrixP , we seek to build a set of seed messagesS−, where fork = 1, 2, 3, ...K,

S+
k = [sk,1, sk,2, ..., sk,n]. Each messagemauthor

i in S− mentioning an entity which belongs

to communityk should satisfy three criteria:

1. messagemauthor
i should be ignored by users who are positively leaned to sidek;

2. users who are positively leaned to sidek should interact frequently with userauthor.

3. author should be a popular user, to guarantee that lack of interaction is unlikely to

happen due lack of visibility.

Condition 1 aims to capture the absence of interaction as evidence of disagreement,

as summarized by Table 3.3. However, lack of interaction between a pair(user,message)

can still be ambiguous:user can ignoremessage either because he or she disagrees with

it or because he or she is simply not aware of the message. Thus, we still suffer from

the problem of ambiguity, but instead of positive-negativeambiguity, we now suffer from
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ambiguity that, by relying just on Condition 1, we cannot be sure whether users are actively

and consciously ignoringmessage with a high probability. Our strategy to disambiguate

between ignoring due to disagreement and ignoring due to notbeing aware of the message is

to look for messages whose authors are frequently target of interactions by the community

k; this means that many users follow and are aware of messages of author.

Equations 3.5 and 3.6 capture the intuitions from Conditions1 and 2. Consider

E(Mauthor) the set of edges arriving in messages authored byauthor.

P (message fromauthor triggers reaction on communityk) =

∑

u∈E(Mauthor) Pk,u
+

||Mauthor||
(3.5)

P (messagem from author triggers reaction on communityk) =

∑

u∈E(Mauthor
m ) P

+
k,u

||E(Mauthor
m ))

||

(3.6)

An implicit feedback-based negativity score is computed asin Equation 3.7, by cal-

culating the ratio ofP (usercommunity = k|author = a) andP (usercommunity =

k,message = m) and multiplying by two factors that account forauthor popularity:

entropy(author) and the logarithm of||Mauthor||, the number of messagesauthor has

authored. entropy is calculated base on a vector that contains the counts of allauthor

interactions, by each interaction type. For instance,[7, 10, 0, 3, 1, 2] represents thatauthor

has been retweeted 7, 10, and 0 times by communities 1, 2 and 3,respectively. It also has

had a message replied 3, 1 and 2 times by communities 1, 2 and 3.The intuition here is that

high entropy values calculated from this interaction vector will denote users that are closer

to community boundaries and interact with multiple communities. These usually will tend

to be profiles of media outlets and influencers, whose opinions and posts are usually widely

spread throughout the network.

implicit_neg(m, k) =
P (community= k|author = a)

P (community= k|message = m)
∗entropy(author)∗log(||Mauthor||)

(3.7)

The setS−
k can now be built by taking the topk messages of higher implicit negativity

score for each communityk. As in Equation 3.3, we then computeK random walks for each

setS−
k :

rw−
k = RandomWalk(G,S−

k , α) (3.8)
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Finally, each element of matrixP is computed as in Equation 3.9.

Pe, k =
rw+

e,k

rw+
e,k + rw−

e,k

(3.9)

3.5 Case Study: Finding Communities and

Community Relationships on Twitter

We use the strategy introduced in this Chapter to find communities and individual user and

message polarities in online discussions about the Brazilian First Division Soccer League

2010/11/12/13/14 seasons. We chose official profiles of the soccer clubs as natural seeds that

composeS+. To run random walk with restarts, we set the teleportation ratio with the typical

value of0.85.

Figure 3.7 shows the distribution of implicit negativity score computed according to

Equation 3.7. Axis x represent messages ordered by implicity negativity score, on logscale.

Notice that a small set of messages (less than 100) exhibit a very high value of implicit

negativity score, indicating that these messages are good candidates to serve as negative

seeds. We chose to be conservative and use a small set of negatives seeds per communityk

of 10 seeds (i.e., messages). This choice is in accordance with recent studies that demonstrate

that using few seeds can be an effective strategy for propagating labels in graphs [51; 102].
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Figura 3.7. Distribution of implicit negative feedback score.

On Table 3.4 we show the average polarity of edges that cross each pair of communi-

ties. We show here only the top 12 values of lowestP . Notice that the pairs of communities

with lowest averageP tend to be the ones connecting supporters from the same Brazilian
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Tabela 3.4. averageP for edges crossing communities. In bold, the Brazilian state
which is hometown to each team. Note that lower values ofP (i.e., higher antagonism)
is found on pair of communities representing supporters from the same state.

Group 1 Group 2 average(P )
Palmeiras(SP) Corinthians(SP) 0.16

Atletico-MG (MG) Cruzeiro(MG) 0.19
Santos(SP) Corinthians(SP) 0.21

SÃ£o Paulo(SP) Corinthians(SP) 0.22
Vasco da Gama(RJ) Flamengo(RJ) 0.23
Internacional(RS) Gremio(RS) 0.25
Fluminense(RJ) Flamengo(RJ) 0.31

Vasco(RJ) Corinthians(SP) 0.41
Vasco(RJ) Fluminense(RJ) 0.43

state. We are able to correctly recover the local rivalries,correcting the inconsistency we

showed in Section 3.3.

Figure 3.8 shows the cumulative distribution ofPm, k taken into consideration only

messages which are targeted by retweets and only messages targeted by replies. As we

expected, on average retweets tend to carry positive polarity more than replies: more than

80% of retweets come from users whose polarity with respect to the message is greater than

0.90.
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Figura 3.8. Retweets tend to be triggered by users who have positive view with respect
to the message at a higher proportion than replies.

In Figure 3.9 we plot the cumulative distribution of how longa message has been

retweeted after it has been originally posted by its author,measured in seconds. We plot this
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distribution for 4 different cases:

• When a message w.r.t an entity ispositive, but the user who retweeted has apositive

polarity w.r.t this entity;

• When a message w.r.t an entity isnegative, but the user who retweeted has anegative

polarity w.r.t this entity;

• When a message w.r.t an entity ispositive, but the user who retweeted has anegative

polarity w.r.t this entity;

• When a message w.r.t an entity isnegative, but the user who retweeted has apositive

polarity w.r.t this entity.

We can observe from the Figure that retweets from user-message pairs which have a

different polarity tend to occur more time after the original message has been posted, when

compared to user-message pairs having the same polarity. Wecan see, for instance, that at

least 30% of retweets in positive-negative and negative-positive cases occur after 16 hours

of the original message posting time; on the other hand, on positive-positive and negative-

negative pairs, only 10% of retweets occur so distant, in time, from the original post. Notice,

also, that the four curves group into two clusters, corresponding to user-message pairs of

same polarity and different polarity. This characterization demonstrates an interesting beha-

vior on how social media users create new ways of using the social media system. While

in isolation it is virtually impossible to tell whether a retweet is an endorsement or not, new

signals captured from the social context, such as the “tweetreaction time”, can help on de-

tecting irony and sarcasm, characteristics of human communication which are hard to detect

by text itself [160].

3.6 Conclusions

Although a recent work has argued that the added value of negative links to the system is

small [90], we do believe this might be the case only when positive links are unambiguous.

In the case of networks were edges are not purely positive or negative, explicitly detecting

negative relationships are important to correctly map community relationships.

Notice that the proposed model can be improved in several ways. The main opportunity

of improvement is that, once we learn the negative relationships propagating random walks

from the negative seeds, we can then refine our knowledge obtained from the initial set of

random walks from positive seeds, avoiding traversing edges that have a high probability

to be negative. We then can run a bayesian model that would do several iterations of this

process until convergence.
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Figura 3.9. On average, retweets from users whose polarity is opposite to the message
content tend to occur at later moments after the original message has been posted, indi-
cating that the message is being broadcasted in a context that conveys irony or sarcasm.

In the next Chapter, we will focus on leveraging the division of social media users

issuing opinions on a topicT into communities and associated community relationships

to perform sentiment analysis in real-time, i.e., infer thesentiment of the textual content

embedded in theM set, by exploring correlations between opinion holder biasencoded inP

and sentiment expressed through messages inM .





Capítulo 4

Sentiment Analysis on Evolving

Social Streams: How Self-Report

Imbalances Can Help

As social media platforms become the primary medium used by people to express their

opinions and feelings about a multitude of topics that pop updaily on news media [96; 27;

76; 20], the vast amount of opinionated data now available in the form of social streams

gives us an unprecedented opportunity to build valuable applications that monitor public

opinions and opinion shifts [75; 71], capturing instantaneous reactions of social media users

and reflecting the buzz and dynamics of current happenings, breaking news and trends.

The ability to automatically distinguish positive and negative opinions on streams of

opinion-based data supports many related web mining tasks in real-time, such as content re-

commendation and organization, search, user modeling and sentiment analysis. When a rele-

vant event is taking place, offering mechanisms that allow users to navigate through opinions

and monitoring the reactions of web users may enrich their web experience. For example, a

political party may be interested in monitoring live reactions of the audience during a debate

on TV, and feed the candidate with real-time feedback of whatkind of opinions voters are

showing [140]. Indeed, in the political scenario, it is increasing amongsocial and computer

scientists the belief that online social networks and social interactions influences political

mobilization and actions [25], what suggests that the dissemination of positive and negative

content about candidates and parties can actually influencevoters’ decisions. Another inte-

resting application is to embed in a sports web portal a functionality that tracks the crowd

sentiment during live matches, something far more appealing than the relative number of

mentions to each team, which is what most sports web sites currently offer. Creating such

applications enriches the personal experience of watchinglive events on TV, and following

55
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the social media buzz simultaneously with live broadcastedevents is becoming a multiple

experience, where watching not only the event itself, but how others react to it, is part of the

experience.

As discussed in Chapter 1, the task of interpreting positive and negative feelings ex-

pressed on social streams exhibits a number of unique characteristics that are not present in

the static and well-controlled domains on which sentiment analysis has focused in the last

decade – mainly product and movie reviews [155; 131; 71; 106]. On the downside, it faces

two challenges that are common to many data stream classification tasks [111]: (i) the limi-

ted availability of labeled data and (ii) the need to deal with the evolving nature of the stream,

which causes the target concept to change and requires learning models to be constantly up-

dated – a problem known asconcept drift[167]. Challenge (i) is a serious drawback because

current sentiment analysis models are heavily based on supervised approaches [131; 155],

and human constraints on generating a constant flow of labeled messages on streams remain

high. The sparsity of language, the use of neologisms and word lengthening as an indicator

of sentiment (e.g., “coooooooool!”, “gooooooooaal!” [28]) also contribute to make the pro-

cess of acquiring large labeled sets of pre-classified messages unfeasible [71]. Challenge (ii)

arises in sentiment streams as it is necessary to deal with constant changes of vocabulary and

sudden changes of sentiment in reaction to real-world events. For example, in a few minutes

a positive sentiment of the fans of a soccer team commenting on Twitter or Facebook may

vanish by a goal scored by the adversary team; suchsentiment driftrepresents a great chal-

lenge for real-time sentiment tracking, since it requires the stream classifier to be capable of

quickly identifying and adapting to the sudden change on thedominant sentiment [143].

There are several challenges in performing such a task and the dominant approach

relies on extracting textual patterns from messages and exploiting these patterns to predict

polarity. Sentiment analysis and opinion mining1 research have focused on the problem

of classifying sentiment as a pure text classification problem. Different text classification

algorithms have been applied to learn from word co-occurences and linguistic features to

determine the sentiment contained in documents [76; 155]. Moreover, it has been used

in conjunction with pre-defined lexicons to assess sentiment in political and movie review

blogs [115].

Two broad categories of opinion analysis strategies can be identified in the literature:

lexicon-based and classification-based [56] strategies. Lexicon-based approaches use lists of

words containing positive and negative terms to compute theoverall polarity of the document

by counting the occurrence of those terms [155]. A clear disadvantage of this strategy is that

lexicons are domain-dependent and the effort needed to generate lists of words may be high.

1Both terms are used interchangeably in the literature.
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More recently, the increasing availability of opinion-based data in real time has motivated

some studies that have analyzed sentiments in streaming data, specially over the Twitter

microblogging system. Some approaches are as simple as the manual classification of tweets

and lexicons of positive and negative words to monitor the debate performance of candidates

in the 2008 U.S. Elections [41; 128]. While lexicons may provide sentiment analysis on

an aggregated level, their coverage in terms of content is usually low because in complex

contexts such as elections and sports, content is often ironic, contains subtle comments and

refers to specific terms that only make sense at a specific time; it often lacks expressions of

clear polarity such as “I love it” or “I hate it”.

Standard classification techniques have also been tested onTwitter [19], in addition

to stream classification techniques such as the MultinomialNaive Bayes and the Stochastic

Gradient Descent [20]. The major drawback of these approaches is that they require labeled

data, which are very costly to obtain on a regular basis in a volume large enough to pro-

perly address concept drift. Active and semi-supervised strategies aim at reducing labeling

and training efforts [30], but they still require training data to be sampled from a stationary

distribution. In addition to that, in microblogs such as Twitter, the small document lengths

restrict the possibility of using co-occurrence among terms and other standard text mining

techniques to assign classes from an initial set of labeled documents.

In this work, we aim to explore theopinion holderas a critical aspect in understanding

opinions on polarized debate. We aim to explore the biased nature of opinion holders (and

consequently, opinions) on a polarized context to understand and process opinions on social

media systems.

Indeed, the Linguistics field itself recognizes that context contributes to the meaning

of textual sentences, expressions and opinions. There is a field of Linguistics – known as

Pragmatics[118; 178] – which is dedicated to study the aspects of meaning and language

which depends on the speaker, the target of the speech, the place and time where the conver-

sation is taking place [99]. A classical example of an ambiguous sentence is “Sherlock saw

the man with binoculars”, which can only be fully understood if more information about the

situation is known.

On opinions on complex, polemic and heavily-debated issues, in some cases it is vir-

tually impossible to interpret content without details of the broader context. We now discuss

two examples of such dependence on opinion interpretation and context. On Figure 4.1(a),

we show a screenshot of a YouTube video discussing a polemic event which took place

during the 2010 Brazilian Presidential Elections – faced by three main candidates: Dilma

Rousseff, Jose Serra and Marina Silva. Candidate Jose Serra, during the final weeks of the

second round of the election, was hit by an object during a public protest – according to his

partisans, he was hit by a hard and solid object; but, according to his oppositors, it was just a
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smashed sheet of paper (“bolinha de papel”, in Portuguese).Automatic inferring that a video

mentioning this event and referring to “smashed sheet of paper” contains negative opinions

and criticism on the candidate Serra is a very hard challengeto a text-based sentiment clas-

sifier, as “sheet of paper” is a term that, in most contexts, isnot associated to any polarity in

terms of positive or negative sentiment.

Figure 4.1(b) displays another YouTube video which highlights another major chal-

lenge in understanding opinions on broad and polemic topics: irony and sarcasm. This video

was produced by partisans which are against the election of the current mayor of the Brazi-

lian city of Belo Horizonte, Marcio Lacerda. However, the video’s title claims that it contains

“reasons for voting for Marcio Lacerda”. Indeed, when watching the video, one quickly no-

tices that such “reasons” are ironic and sarcastic. The context where the video is embedded

– the set of people who posted and endorsed the video – is a key information to detect irony

here, since it contains an unexpected opinion given what we know from the viewpoints of

the users who generated the content [160].

(a) Reasons for “voting” on a candidate (b) The “Bolinha de papel” Case

Figura 4.1. Ambiguous and complex opinions on Politics expressed on YouTube videos.

Previous work on Sentiment Analysis has already highlighted the context-dependency

of the relationship among words and topics; [32] points out that “NASDAQ up is accelera-

ted” and “Global temperature up is accelerated” are two sentences with different polarities

(positive and negative , respectively) and whose interpretation depends on the topic and con-

text.

In despite of ambiguity, debate on complex topics such as Politics, Sports and Public

Issues tend to rely on more subtle and complex aspects of language expression; thus, sets of

affective words (words that express feelings, such as “satisfied” [77]) and evaluative words

(such as “good” and “bad”) are not likely to cover a satisfatory proportion of the opinions.

Despite these important constraints and drawbacks, streams reflecting the society’s im-

mediate emotional reactions regarding a topic have an important property, which we seek to
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exploit in this work, namely, the flow of opinions from socialnetworking services is inhe-

rently constrained to manifestations from individuals that have explicitly and deliberately

chosento post a message in reaction to some real-world event; thus,the distribution of po-

sitive and negative opinions is potentially quite different from the random samples obtained

in traditional opinion polls and survey methodologies [104]. Although suchreporting bias

is usually perceived as a source of inaccuracy [82; 54], here we argue that the self-reporting

nature of social media, when observed on large-scale socialnetwork data, may actually pro-

vide signals that ease the task of sentiment tracking in online environments, provided that

we understand thefactors that motivate people to publicly express their feelings. Webuild

sentiment analysis models that exploit two factors widely described by substantive research

from social psychology and behavioral economics that describe human preferences when

disclosing emotion publicly:

Positive-negative sentiment report imbalance:People tend to express positive

feelings more than negative feelings in social environments [120; 18; 42; 94; 78].

Extreme-average sentiment report imbalance:People tend to express extreme

feelings more than average feelings in social environments[7; 39; 38; 82].

We explore each of these two self-report imbalances to accomplish a different subtask

in learning-based sentiment analysis. The first self-report factor, which we callpositive-

negative sentiment report imbalancethroughout this chapter, is employed to acquire la-

beled data that supports supervised classifiers. In the context of polarizing groups– a di-

vision of the population into groups of people sharing similar opinions in the context of a

topic [12; 64], a positive event for one group tends to be negative to the other, and vice-versa.

For example, while supporters of a football team are likely to be happy when their team sco-

res, fans of the adversary team are expected to be upset when faced with the same event.

Based on social psychology research that states that the disclosure of positive feelings is pre-

ferred, we can then make a prediction of the current dominantsentiment by simply counting

how many members of each group, relative to group sizes, decided to post a message during

the specified time frame. Since the social context information only holds during time frames

when a significant real-world event happens, we adopt a probabilistic model that compu-

tes the uncertainty of the social context, and, at each time frame, generates a probabilistic

sentiment label, which can then be incorporated into a rangeof content-based supervised

classifiers.

The second self-report factor we explore is related to the human tendency to report

extreme experiences more than average experiences [7; 39; 38; 82]. The extreme-average

sentiment report imbalanceimplies an important consequence for real-time sentiment trac-

king: because extreme feelings stimulate reactions, spikes of activity in streams of opinio-
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nated text tend to contain highly emotional terms, which areprecisely the features that are

helpful for sentiment prediction. We propose a simple text representation strategy based on

this observation, namedterm arousal, that maintains, for each term (or lexical unity, e.g.,

n-grams), a measure of how often it appears in high-volume time windows in the stream;

we call thesehigh-arousal terms. Our experimental studies demonstrate that these terms are

better indicators of emerging and strong feelings than traditional static representations (e.g.,

TF-IDF), allowing the underlying classification model to adapt quicker to sudden sentiment

drift induced by real-world events.

In summary, our main contributions in this Chapter are:

1. We raise awareness over the fact that opinions expressed on social media platforms are

not a random sample of the online population, but are impacted bymany social and

psychological factors that need to be accounted for in orderto build reliable and useful

sentiment analysis systems;

2. We show that, in the context of online polarized discussions, self-report imbalances

create richsocial contextsthat can be leveraged to improve two key subtasks in the

construction of a sentiment stream classifier – namely, the acquisition of labeled data

and feature representation suitable to deal with sudden sentiment drifts.

We evaluated our social psychology-inspired framework on sports events heavily de-

bated on Twitter; when instantiating our framework with a SVM and Multinomial Naive

Bayes classifier, our results are comparable to what is typically obtained as an acceptable

result for document-level sentiment analysis – between 80%and 85% of accuracy [155] –

but, because the stream-based scenario imposes stricter and harder constraints, we believe

they point to a promising option for sentiment classification on evolving social streams. In

addition, our approach targets two generic sub-tasks for learning-based sentiment analysis –

label acquisition and feature representation. As a result,our framework can be incorpora-

ted into sophisticated sentiment classifiers that make use of more powerful NLP models and

features.

4.1 Social Psychology Background

Psychologists classify emotions into two independent dimensions: pleasure (happiness or

sadness) and activation (or arousal) [14; 15], as shown in Figure 4.2.

We aim to explore in this Chapter the phenomena, widely observed on social psycho-

logy literature, that emotions disclosed on social environments are biased toward the positive

and high arousal extremes of the bidimensional space show inFigure 4.2, having a dispro-

portional ratio of feelings such asexcitedandelated. Theself-report imbalanceswe briefly
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Figura 4.2. Semantic structure of affect and emotions [14]. Emotions are classified into
two dimensions: pleasure and activation (arousal). For example, calmnessis a a low-
activation/arousal and neutral (not pleasant nor unpleasant) emotion;a nervous person is
experiencing a high-activation and unpleasant emotion.

presented earlier in this Chapter are biases in this bidimensional emotion space caused by

the fact that social media systems arecommunicativeplatforms; as a consequence, opinions

and feelings expressed in online social environments are a result of opinion holders’ expli-

cit desire to make his friends or followers aware of his or heropinions. In other words,

the communicative nature of social media makes social data aside effect of intentional and

deliberate communication between users, rather than a representation of some underlying

activity [137; 104].

On the positive-negative dimension, the preference on the disclosure of positive fee-

lings is caused by our need for being perceived as successfuland happy persons [116; 138],

and it causes a bias where everyone in online social environments perceives others as happier

than they actually are [78]. It has been recently found that private messages in socialmedia

tend to contain proportionally more negative messages thanpublic messages [16].

In the case of opinions expressed over a polarizing topic, the preference on sharing

positive news and opinions goes beyond the human’s desire toimprove his or her reputation:

each group also gives preference to news and facts that favortheir viewpoints, a result of

many biases such asconfirmation biasandselective exposure[133; 104]. A recent report

from Pew Research Center, for instance, showed that 52% of Americans declared themsel-

ves happy with President Obama’s reelection in 2012, but a sentiment analysis on Twitter

unveiled that 77% of Twitter users felt the same way [120].

Notice that the definition of apositiveevent is group-dependent: for rival supporters

of a team or opposers of politicians in office, negative factssuch as a conceded goal or a
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political scandal will be explored by them as “positive” – i.e., as a motivation to explore the

fact to their benefit. Also, in some contexts, such as productreviews, the bias leans toward

the disclosure of negative experiences [70]; our sentiment analysis framework is generalized

to take advantage of the asymmetry on either direction.

On the activation (arousal) dimension, it was found that extreme emotions – angriness,

anxiety, awe, excitement – arehigh-arousalemotions: they affect our body and put us in

a state of activation and readiness for action [15; 18]. In social media, action means ma-

king private feelings public, what makes sentiment expressed on online media to be biased

towards strong feelings and opinions.

In the next sections we will detail how we embed these biases on sentiment self-report

in the analysis of feelings expressed on social streams on polarized debate.

4.2 Positive-Negative Self-Report Imbalance

Differently from the majority of research on supervised sentiment analysis, which focus on

batch processing of opinionated documents [131; 155], here we are interested in the setting

where the data arrives as an infinite stream and reflects real-world unpredictable events.

As we previously, in this setting a constant flow of labeled messages is required to build

and update supervised sentiment models. Unfortunately, intextual streams characterized

by sparse and time-changing content it is not feasible to manually obtain labeled data in

significant amounts and in a timely manner [111].

To overcome this problem, we propose a method to acquire labeled messages by ex-

ploiting thepositive-negative sentiment report imbalancein the context of polarizing groups.

On Chapter 3, we detailed our solution that estimates the preferenceBu of each user toward

a set of monitored entities in a polarized debate. We use knowledge from polarization, bias

and self-report theoretical and empirical studies to assume that biased users will privilege

posting positive messages that favor their own opinions andviewpoints.

Propagating bias across terms.We transfer information from users to terms by as-

suming that termt will be positivetoward entitye if it is adopted more frequently by users

biased toward entitye than by users of different sides in tweets that mentione. Similarly, t

will be negativeto entitye if it is adopted by a large number of users who oppose that entity,

in contrast with the number of supporters ofe. Neutral content is expected to be endorsed

by both sides. To validate this intuition, in Figure 4.3 we plot the bias vector associated

with users that referred to three different web pages in their tweets: a YouTube video with

positive comments about Jose Serra (Figure 4.3(a)), an official video from Dilma Rousseff’s

campaign (Figure 4.3(b)), and a general news article about the Brazilian 2010 Presidential
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Elections (Figure 4.3(c)). We can understand each dot in Figure 4.3 as a vote for a label (po-

sitive/negative) of the content. Note that this computation propagatesuser bias information

to all messages that contain at least one term adopted by a user with known bias. As user

bias does not change often and tends to be consistent over a period time for most users, we

can deal with the nonstationary nature of social stream: newterms may arise and old terms

may change their meaning (Challenge 2), but users keep providing reliable judgments.

In order to transform user bias into term polarities, we takeinto account the bias vector

associated with each user that used termt. A possible unsupervised approach is to compute

the sum vector of the polarity vector of all users that refer to entitye by adopting termt:

~Bt,e =
∑

u∈V

~Bu (4.1)

Note that this computationpropagatesuser bias information to all messages that con-

tain at least one term adopted by a user with known bias, thereby revealing the judgement of

the content produced by users with unknown bias. This is important because it is expected

that information on user bias will be available for only a portion of users, since many users

are never involved in endorsement interactions.
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Figura 4.3. User bias vectors for three different contents, which show that user bias is a
good predictor of term polarity – 2010 Brazilian Presidential Elections.

Dealing with concept drift. When a term is adopted for the first time, it will have

the same bias as the corresponding user who adopted it. As newmessages pass through the

stream,~Bt,e is updated incrementally. As such, users collectively judge new terms, referring

to them (or not) in their messages. To predict the polarity ofa messaged, we first convert

the bias vector of each term present in a message intopolarity probabilities. Given the bias

vector ~Bt,e, and that~Bt,e,e represents the strength of componente in ~Bt,e, we calculate the

probability that termt refers positively to entitye according to Equation 4.2.

p̂(polarity = +|t, e) =
Bt,e,e

|| ~Bt||
(4.2)
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Figura 4.4. F1-accuracy level for different ratios of users with known bias – 2010 Brazi-
lian Presidential Elections Twitter Dataset. As the ratio of users of known biasincreases,
the F1-measure increases, even for tweets posted by users with unknown bias.

Note that we compare the strength of bias toe in ~Bt,e with the magnitude of the bias

vector. Specifically,̂p(polarity = −|t, e) may be calculated as 1 -̂p(polarity = +|t). To

predict message polarity, we may adopt various strategies to combine those probabilities.

Limited to 140 characters, Twitter messages are short, thus, we exploit a simple strategy for

predicting message polarity, which is to consider the term of highest polarity in each tweet:

polarity = argmax(p̂(polarity = x|t)).

In Figure 4.4, we analyze the performance of our transfer learning approach as the

fraction of users whose known bias varies. We report performance numbers using theF1

measure. To generate ground truth with respect to messages,we combined manual labeling

with automatic labeling for messages containing tags that clearly indicated a preference for a

specific entity. To make our evaluations fair, we removed alltags used to generate our labels

from message content. We can see that the F1-measure increases as the ratio of users with

known bias increases, up to a value at which F1 stabilizes. When the bias of 15% of users

commenting on politics is known, the F1-measure equals 85%,while in the corresponding

case for soccer, F1 is 90%. Note that the F1-measure for postsfrom users with unknown bias

also increases as we transfer bias from a greater number of users, what further demonstrates

the applicability of our user–term bias transfer approach.

Comparison with SVM. We now compare the F1-measure provided by our bias-based

sentiment analysis model against the same metric provided by a typical SVM classifier. We

chose SVM because it has already been successfully applied to various sentiment analysis

application scenarios, including the analysis of tweets [19; 155]. In order to perform this

experimental comparison, we split each dataset into two partitions. The first partition is used
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Figura 4.5. Bias-based model versus SVM classifier – 2010 Brazilian Presidential Elec-
tions Twitter Dataset

for training, and it comprises the first 10% of tweets from each dataset. The second parti-

tion is used to validate each approach. Our comparison involves the execution of different

training configurations. More specifically, each executionuses 10%, 50% or 100% of the

training partition. For SVM, the training partition was used to train textual-based models,

while for our bias-based model, we only considered endorsements in order to compute the

OAG and generate bias assessments for users. When we comparedthe results on a chrono-

logically ordered set of labeled tweets (i.e., the test partition), as shown in Figure 4.5, some

important observations arise. We can note that the SVM F1-measure decreases across time,

which is evidence of changes in the textual feature distribution. In contrast, the bias-based

sentiment classifier is able to mantain a stable F1-measure,as it incrementally incorporates

bias information on new terms by propagating user bias.

4.2.1 Temporal Positive-Negative Self-Report Imbalance

We can make better use of positive-negative report imbalance by observing differences on

the strength of reactions of polarization groups during a specific time span, moving from

processing individual messages to processing groups of messages. These groups are obtai-

ned by dividing the social stream into a sequence of non-overlapping and contiguous time

windows of equal duration (e.g.,∆t minutes), what gives us the capability of exploiting the

social contextinduced by the set of users that expressed their sentiment w.r.t. topicT during

each time windowWt. Each windowWt contains all messages sent during the time period

[ti, ti +∆t] (W0 starts att0 andti+1 = ti +∆t) and is composed of a triple(St, Dt, Yt):

• St is a multiset of group memberships of all users who posted a message duringWt.
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On a polarized domain, we assume that each user belongs to oneof two groups,GA or

GB.2 For instance,St = {GA, GA, GA, GB, GB} indicates that 3 members of groupGA

and 2 members of groupGB posted a message duringWt. Assigning users to groups

is a task that can be accomplished by several community detection and graph mining

techniques that explore the social ties among users, under the assumption that similar

users are likely to connect to each other [3], here we used the Personalized Page Rank

strategy presented on Chapter 3 and we take the largest component of the bias vector

as the user group.

• Dt is the sum vector of all feature vectors extracted from messages written duringWt;

• Ye,t ∈ {+,−} indicates the ground-truth sentiment expressed duringWt w.r.t. an en-

tity e in the context of topic T. Here, eache is an individual or organization naturally

linked to the polarizing group that supports it; for instance, if G = {Democrats},

than e(G) = {Barack Obama}, and e(G) = {New York Giants team} if G =

{New York Giants fans}.

Note that, instead of seeking for labels for individual messages, we labelall the mes-

sages mentioning an entitye in time windowWt with the same polarityYe,t. Although we

do not expect every opinion expressed during a time window tofollow the same polarity,

we seek here to determine thedominantsentiment duringWt; furthermore, the probabilistic

method we will detail next assigns a confidence on the label estimation, what can be inter-

preted as an estimate of the proportion of positive and negative messages written during a

givenWt.

For now we ignore the content vectorDt and focus onSt as an input to build a sen-

timent prediction functionf : S → Y . The fundamental principle we seek to exploit is

that, on polarized discussions dominated by two opposing groupsGA andGB, in general

Ye(GA),t = + implies thatYe(GB),t = −, and vice-versa (we will relax this requirement in

Section 4.3, by learning a content-based classifier based onlabels provided bySt). A simple

approach to predictYt based onSt is to consider that each message is a “vote” toward the

sentiment expected to drive more reactions and, thus, a majority-voting strategy is employed

to predict the dominant sentiment atWt. In the toy exampleSt = {GA, GA, GA, GB, GB},

since we are supported by social theories that indicate preference toward the report of posi-

tive sentiment, we would predict 3 votes for labels (Ye(GA),t = +, Ye(GB),t = −) and 2 votes

for labels (Ye(GA),t = −, Ye(GB),t = +). The only point of caution here is that normalizing

by group sizes|GA| and|GB| is important to discount the effect of larger groups onSt.

2In practice, a domain can be associated with more than two groups, i.e., N=20 groups of supporters are
found on National Football League. However, at each event ofinterest (e.g., a football match), we focus on the
two polarizing groups that have a direct interest on it.
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Majority-voting is a simple and straightforward approach,but it has an important limi-

tation: it does not quantify the uncertainty on the information provided by the voters [142].

Since the labeling mechanism by social context is not perfect, capturing the degree of confi-

dence on the correlation betweenSt andYt is crucial if we will incorporate this information

on learning models. In particular, the labeling scheme based on positive-negative report

imbalance is error-prone due to two reasons:

1. St is likely to carry a significant correlation with the dominant sentiment only when a

well-determined and relevant event happened during time windowWt, i.e., a goal or

touchdown in a sports match, or some breaking news on the topic being followed. Most

of the time, the positive-negative report imbalance will not be triggered at a sufficient

strength, and an unreliable prediction will be generated.

2. Since we are modeling only user posting decisions in face of positive/negative events

and abstracting from several other factors that influence the posting decision (as well

as different individual posting probabilities), we are prone to deal with noise due to the

many factors that motivate user reactions and that we are notaccounting for.

Therefore, in order to make our approach reliable and more useful, it is desirable to

associate with each predicted labelYt a measure of confidenceP (Yt|St) that captures the

noisy nature of the multiset of group membershipsSt. We instantiate a probabilistic model

that assumes that on each time windowWt a coin of biasθt is tossed to decide whether each

message will be authored by a member ofGA or GB, and|GA,t| messages from members

of GA and |GB,t| from members ofGB are observed. A fair coin is expected to generate

a number of heads (GA) and tails (GB) proportional toθfair = |GA|
|GA|+|GB |

and 1 − θfair,

respectively, modeling the fact that members of both groupsare reporting their sentiment

with the same probability. Alternatively, a biased coin, whoseθt is different from |GA|
|GA|+|GB |

at some degree, means that members of one group are self-reporting their feelings at a higher

rate than the other, indicating that its members are probably experiencing positive feelings

in comparison to the other group.

A coin model is convenient because it naturally models the intuitive fact that spikes of

activity in the social stream are more informative: in the same way that our confidence on the

bias of a coin increases as we toss it more times, a time windowWt which contains a large

number of messages (and, consequently, a larger multisetSt) is more likely to carry a clear

dominant sentiment, not only due to a larger sample, but because spikes of activity are likely

to be associated with real-world events that trigger the positive-negative report imbalance.

Our probabilistic model is divided into two steps:

1. Estimate the probability distribution on the latent variableθt;
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2. Estimate how farθt is from θfair =
|GA|

|GA|+|GB |
.

We use Bayesian estimates in both steps. To estimate the uncertainty onθt, we need to

calculate the posterior predictive distributionP (θt|St), i.e., the distribution overθt after ob-

serving the resulting multisetSt. In Bayesian inference, the posteriorP (θt|St) is proportional

to a likelihood functionP (St|θt) and a prior distributionP (θt); we adopt the classical Beta-

Binomial model:P (St|θt) is computed from a binomial distributionBin(|Wt|,
|GA,t|

|GA,t|+|GB,t|
)

and the prior follows a Beta distributionBeta(a, b) (a andb are hyperparameters) [142; 22].

As a result of the conjugacy property of the Binomial and the Beta distributions, the poste-

rior predictive distribution nicely follows a Beta distributionBeta(|GA,t|+a, |GB,t|+b) that

captures our uncertainty overθt [22].

It is still necessary to choose the hyperparametersa andb that govern the prior distri-

butionP (θt) and capture the knowledge acquired from previous observed data streams over

the noisy nature of the coin. To incorporate our prior knowledge thatθt is expected to be pro-

portional to group sizes, we want to find hyperparametersa andb in the forma = K|GA|
|GA|+|GB |

andb = K|GB |
|GA|+|GB |

. K can be understood as a smoothing parameter: the greater its value,

the more confident the model is thatθt is close toθfair and less importance will be given

to the data. On the other hand, if we choose an uniform priorBeta(1, 1), then we let the

model rely totally on the observed data to judge how likely the tosses are coming from a

coin of biasθt; the expected value of the coin bias in this case is equivalent to the maximum

likelihood estimateθt =
|GA,t|

|GA,t|+|GB,t|
[22]. Such direct estimation ofθt makes the unrealistic

assumption that tosses are generated i.i.d. from a noiseless coin.

We estimateK from the streaming data by employing an Empirical Bayes approach3.

To learn the extent to which the coin we are modeling is noisy,we take advantage of the

data continuity in the stream: we observe a sequence of noisyestimates(θ0, θ1, ..., θt) of

a different coin being tossed at each time window. The property we want to explore here

is that we expect consecutive time windowsWi andWi+1 of similar message volumeto

share a similarθ; large differences inθ between these windows should be attributed to noise,

since no significant real-world event has happened (otherwise we would observe a large

||Si+1| − |Si||). On the other hand, we would like to allow consecutive time windows with a

large difference in message volume to exhibit a larger absolute difference|θi+1 − θi|, since,

according to our user behavior model, a spike of activity will trigger a bias either onGA or

GB.

We seek to find the value ofK that maximizes Equation 4.3.ρ is the Pearson correla-

tion coefficient, and∆V and∆θ(K) are vectors containing the sequence of||Si+1| − |Si||

3Empirical Bayes methods are approaches that estimate the prior distribution over a random variable from
the data itself, rather than defining the distribution before observing any data, as on standard Bayesian infe-
rence [55].
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and|θi+1 − θi| observed on the stream. Note that we write∆θ(K) as a function ofK, since

the estimates ofθt are affected by the prior distributionP (θt|K). The highest Pearson corre-

lation will explain larger differences inθ through larger differences in time-window volume,

and we estimate it by using a standard gradient descent method.

K = argmax(ρ(∆V,∆θ(K))) (4.3)

Recall that our goal is to estimate how far the latent variableθt is from θfair =
|GA|

|GA|+|GB |
, what indicates a bias in the posting decision of eitherGA or GB. This value

can be estimated by calculating the area under the curve of the distributionBeta(|GA,t| +

a, |GB,t|+ b) at the decision thresholdx = |GA|
|GA|+|GB |

. If Ix(a, b) is the CDF ofBeta(a, b) in

the interval(0, x), then

conf(θfair, St) = max(I|GA|/(|GA|+|GB |)(|GA,t|+ a, |GB,t|+ b),

1− I|GA|/(|GA|+|GB |)(|GA,t|+ a, |GB,t|+ b))
(4.4)

whereI is the regularized incomplete Beta function and can be used todetermine to the

cumulative distribution function in a Beta distribution [142]. The value1 − conf(θfair, St)

gives us an estimate of how likely the predicted label is trustable given the observed social

contextSt, i.e.,P (Yt|St).

4.2.2 Experimental Evaluation using Twitter data

We evaluate the predictive power of social contexts inducedby the positive-negative report

imbalance on the analysis of the reactions expressed on Twitter by fans of two popular sports

that generate passionate debate on social media: soccer and(American) football. Sports

competitions are among the topics that generate the largestfractions of audience both in

broadcasting media [166] and social media [93]; however, most initiatives taken by content

portals to turn the live game experience into an online social experience are still restricted to

simple tools such as the display of the most popular tweets orplots on the variation of the

relative number of mentions of the playing teams. Measuringthe crowd sentiment during

live matches is something far more appealing and may answer relevant questions such as “do

the supporters still believe in a win, despite losing the match so far?”.

Table 4.1 gives an overview of two datasets we obtained from the Twitter data col-

lection API. The datasets comprise fans’ debate on BrazilianSoccer League seasons (2010,

2011 and 2012) and NFL (2010/11, 2011/12 and 2012/13 seasons). We chose team names

and specific words of each competition as keywords. More than35.8 million tweets from
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5.6 million users have been collected in theSOCCER dataset, and 23 million tweets from 4.2

million users in the case of theNFL dataset. While tweets on Brazilian soccer are mostly in

Portuguese, NFL debate is dominated by English, what gives us the possibility to experiment

our model in two languages, after we build a content-based stream classifier in Section 4.3.

Tabela 4.1.General overview of the datasets collected from Twitter.

Soccer NFL

seasons 10-11-12 10/11, 11/12, 12/13
language Portuguese English

# of user groups (teams) 12 20
# of tweets 35,834,453 23,094,280
# of users 5,638,906 4,230,731

# of users w/ 1+ post/week 35,121 58,981

Before performing any sentiment prediction, we need to segment the user base into po-

larizing groups. In the sports domain, the natural criterion for dividing users into polarizing

groups is to reflect their team preference. Several community detection and graph mining

approaches that leverage social ties and social interactions can be used to accomplish this

task; we manually labeled a set of users with their team preference and then used the simila-

rities in their retweet pattern to estimate the class of unlabeled users, according to what we

detailed in Chapter 3.

Due to the highly-dynamic nature of sporting events, we analyze sentiment and social

contexts in 1-minute time windows; larger time frames may besuitable for less dynamic

domains. To generate ground-truth sentiment labels, we examined the match facts and the

evolving sentiments for a number of matches in theSOCCER andNFL dataset. In addition to

the match score, we manually examined the content of tweets and also included cases where

the match score did not reflect the sentiment, as soccer matches that ended as null ties (0–0),

but the result was enough to grant one of the teams the championship title. Although each

time window is associated with a set of messages, we aim to determine the overall, global

sentiment which dominates each time window, instead of individually trying to predict the

polarity associated with each post.

Figure 4.6 shows the accuracy on the sentiment prediction task for the two datasets.

On thex axis, we grouped time windows according to its volume in relation to the average

time window volume:bin = i corresponds to time windows where the number of messages

were betweeni andi+ 1 times the average.

We observe that, for high-volume time windows, accuracy is very high: we could

predict with more than 90% of accuracy the dominant sentiment on time windows whose

volume of tweets were at least 5 times the average, despite not taking any textual content into

account. This result validates the sociopsychological principle that motivated our method –
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Figura 4.6. Accuracy on sentiment prediction on 1-minute time windows. Ground-
truth was established by manual examination of a sample of tweets in each interval;
we grouped time windows according to its volume in relation to the average time win-
dow volume. Social contexts based on positive-negative sentiment reportimbalance
are highly effective on sentiment prediction on large-volume time windows: for time
windows whose message volume is higher than 7 times the average window volume,
accuracy is practically 100%.

positive and negative feelings are disclosed with different probabilities – and, confirms that,

in the sports domain, sentiment report is biased toward the positive feeling.

We can also note from the histogram that accuracy decreases with the volume of tweets

in the time-window; on time-windows whose volume is above average, accuracy is compa-

rable to a random guesser, meaning that the induced social context is not relevant and the

positive-negative report imbalance is not triggered in sufficient strength, and other factors

are affecting the posting decisions’ of members ofGA andGB.

Since the majority of the time windows are not voluminous, itis important to capture

the uncertainty on the sentiment prediction made by social contexts. In order to instantiate

the probabilistic measure of label uncertainty we presented in this section, we use the data

to set hyperparametersKsoccer andKNFL that capture the previous knowledge on the coin

that control the relationship between messages and author’s groups over time. We found

Ksoccer = 12000 andKNFL = 6000 as the value that maximizes the Pearson correlation that

relates∆V and∆θ(K) (Equation 4.3). Figure 4.7 compares, for theSOCCER dataset, the

theoretical label uncertainty prediction with the empirical accuracy obtained for each volume
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bin; the approximation is reasonable, and results are similar for theNFL dataset.
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Figura 4.7. Difference between theoretical confidence estimate and empirical accuracy
obtained for time windows of tweet volume =x times the average.

Figure 4.8 shows the convex shape of the Pearson correlationmeasure (Equation 4.3)

as we increase the hyperparameterKsoccer in the coin model. On the red curve, we plot

the absolute error between the predicted and empirical accuracy for each value ofKsoccer,

to show that the maximum of the Pearson correlations coincides with the minimum of the

absolute error curve. Results are similar for theNFL dataset, and demonstrate that exploring

the sequence of time-windows to smooth the measure of the coin biasθ is a simple and

effective strategy.

4.3 A Feature Representation inspired by the

Extreme-Average Report Imbalance

In the last section, we demonstrated the predictive power ofsocial contexts induced by the

positive-negative report imbalance and the segmentation of users into polarizing groups. In

addition to the low accuracy on low-time volume windows, using justS and ignoring content

D is restrictive due to two reasons:

1. Sentiment prediction does not improve over time, since knowledge from past time win-

dows is not carried to recent time windows. Improving performance as more data is
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Figura 4.8. Choice of hyperparameterKsoccer as the value that maximizes Equation 4.3;
Pearson correlation maximum coincides with the best empirical measurement ofuncer-
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processed is a basic requirement for any machine learning approach;

2. It enforces thatYGA,t = + → YGB ,t = −, what is generally acceptable, given the

polarized nature of polarized debate, but it is not capable of capturing more complex

variations of sentiment, where members of|GA| and|GB| can share a similar sentiment

at the same time, or different intensities of sentiment.

We take inspiration on the social psychology finding that describes how humans’ de-

cision on expressing their feelings is increased by the strength of the sentiment they are

experiencing [7; 39; 38; 82] (which we call, for short, asextreme-average report imba-

lance) to devise a textual feature representation (and, hence, a feature selection strategy)

specially designed to track sudden variations of sentimenton evolving and dynamic social

streams and that makes use of the textual feature vectorDt to improve accuracy on sentiment

prediction.

It is widely known that the underlying text representation impacts the performance of

text mining and linguistics applications [68; 146]; different feature definitionchoices (part-

of-speech features, bag-of-words, n-grams etc),feature weightingschemes (such as binary,

TF and TF-IDF) andfeature selectionapproaches can be suitable for different tasks – such

as text classification, text clustering and search [146; 174]. When the textual data arrives as

a stream, an adequate choice of text representation is even more critical:
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• The potentially infinite size of the stream limits the storage of an ever growing high

dimensional feature space, what increases the need for adequate feature representa-

tion/selection that keeps the feature space as compact as possible [80].

• Static text representations (such as TF-IDF) may not be optimized to nonstationary

text streams, since they do not capture adequately the dynamic nature of the feature

probability distribution [81; 68], which is strongly affected by emerging new topics

and real-world events.

As explained in Section 4.2.1,Dt is the feature vector extracted from messages written

during time windowWt:

Dt = [wt1, wt2, ..., wtM ]

andwtj is the weight of thej-th feature inDt. Instead of adopting traditional term

frequency (TF) or term-frequency plus inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) as weights,

we exploit the fact that time-windows have a varying volume of messages and, according

to the extreme-average report imbalance, more people post amessage when affected by an

emotional, strong feeling. As a consequence, emotional content is likely to be concentrated

on spikes of activity in social streams at a greater frequency than low-emotional terms. Let

Wt =

t∑

k=0

||Wt||

N
be the average volume of messages sent in each time window up to thet-th

time window andWt,term =

t∑

k=0

||Wk|term∈Dk||

Nk
be the same measure, but considering only time

windows that containterm. We then definewt,term as:

wt,term =
Wt,term

Wt

(4.5)

wherewt,term measures how the occurrence ofterm between[W0,Wt] is correlated to

high-volume time windows.wt,term = 1 means thatterm appears on time windows whose

volume are, on average, equal to the average time window volume, and thus it indicates

that the term is not expected to be associated with strong emotions (e.g., spikes). A term

with wt,term = 5 means thatterm, on average, appears on time windows whose volume

are five times greater than the average. We name these terms ashigh-arousalterms, since

they are associated with moments where the crowd being monitored felt motivated to react

and express feelings and opinions, caused by the fact that highly emotional feelingsactivate

people and drive them to action [15]).
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Figure 4.9 provides empirical evidence that the arousal feature space is adequate to

capture sentimental n-grams by correlating the arousal measure with two features commonly

associated with sentiment – the use of word lengthening [28] (as on “coooooooooooool”)

and the use of uppercase. The more arousal we associate with aterm (n-gram), the greater

is the chance it is written using one of these two linguistic indicators. In Tables 4.2 and 4.3,

we display the top features in each dataset according to arousal and TF-IDF. In brackets, we

show the value of arousal identified for each term; high-arousal n-grams are clearly more

sentimental than TF-IDF.
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Figura 4.9. Indicators of excitement (use of uppercases and repeated characters) corre-
late with term arousal measure.

Tabela 4.2.Top 5 features forNFL dataset, according toarousaland TF-IDF represen-
tations. Arousal values are in brackets.

arousal TF-IDF

PACKERS_WIN_SUPERBOWL (3.54) yu_know_what
SUPER_BOWL_CHAMPIONS!!! (3.53) you_would_think

YEAH! (3.43) your_quarterback_is
superbowl_xlv_champions (2.65) you_lost_money

touchdown!! (2.34) you_imagine_how

High-arousal terms and concept drift. There has been significant efforts to perform

effective classification on text streams under concept drift environments; the most common

strategy is to employ forgetting and weighting mechanisms that decrease the importance of
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Tabela 4.3.Top 5 features forSOCCER dataset, according toarousaland TF-IDF repre-
sentations. Arousal values are in brackets.

arousal TF-IDF

great_goal (7.53) win!
gooooooooooooool (6.80) gol_from_team

he_scores(5.31) an_equalizer
GOOOL (5.00) go!

penalty_for_team (3.34) he_shoots

old instances of data and force the stream classifier to focuson recent instances [184]. We

follow a different strategy: instead of trying to restrict learning to recent examples, we design

a dynamic feature space, where at any given time the feature space is defined by the terms

selected usingarousal as a selection criterium. As a consequence, we are capable ofquickly

identifying, on spikes of activity, new features with high predictive power that may appear or

gain importance over time (i.e., high values ofarousal) that become important for sentiment

classification.

When a spike occurs and (potentially) changes the dominant sentiment in the stream,

due to a real world event which immediately affect users’ happiness, adapting the model to

such concept drift is challenging if the stream model is strongly built on past data [81]. Tac-

kling concept drift at the feature representation stage hasthe advantage that unlike instance

weighting and forgetting mechanisms, useful knowledge from the past is never discarded,

what could harm classification perfomance [81]. In pratice, this means that we use infor-

mation from old spikes to predict the sentiment at the current time window, what may be

especially useful when the label is incorrectly predicted by the model we presented in Sec-

tion 4.2.1.

4.3.1 Experimental Evaluation

We incorporate the textual feature vectorDt in a learning model by interpretingP (Y |S) es-

timates from Section 4.2.1 asprobabilistic labels(or soft labels), which can then be incorpo-

rated into a variety of supervised learning algorithms [142; 126]. We have chosen to employ

a version of Multinomial Naive Bayes extended to consider probabilistic labels [135]. We

make this choice because of the easiness to extend Naive Bayesto incorporate probabilistic

labels and its suitability for stream classification, sinceconditional term-class probabilities

can be easily updated as more data is processed. Our featurescorrespond to unigrams, bi-

grams and trigrams represented by term-arousal weights.

Figure 4.10 shows how accuracy varies, in theSOCCER dataset, as we vary the number

of features we include in the model, considering both our term arousal representation and
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the traditional TF-IDF representation. We varied a threshold at the time window level, i.e.,

we included in the model the top K-ranked features on each time window. In addition to

being more effective, the term arousal representation allows the sentiment model to be very

compact, since the best accuracy was obtained by considering just the top 50 terms on each

time window. Results are similar in theNFL dataset.
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Figura 4.10. Accuracy vs top-K features comparing term-arousal and TF-IDF feature
representation –SOCCER dataset.

In Figure 4.11 we show the increase on accuracy per volume bin, when adding textual

features to the model. The increase on accuracy in lower-volume bins can be interpreted

as the “transfer” of the reliable social context from spikesto the lower-volume time win-

dows through the terms: when a high-arousal term is used on a low-volume time window, it

contributes to the correct prediction of such time intervals.

4.3.2 Real-time sentiment tracking of live matches

To illustrate the usefulness and the utility of our combinedlabel acquisiton/feature repre-

sentation method, we now analyze the sentiment of the crowdsexpressed on Twitter during

some interesting matches. For each match, we show the variation on the sentiment score over

time in conjunction with the overall volume of tweets from each crowd. The scores are ob-

tained by computing the ratios between the positive and negative probability estimates of the

Naive Bayes classifier. Figure 4.12 shows the reactions of thesupporters during SuperBowl

2011:
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Figura 4.11.High-arousal n-grams carry the informative social contexts from the spikes
to subsequent low-volume time windows –SOCCER dataset.

1. The Green Bay Packers score two touchdowns in the first quarter, reflected on the two

spikes of happiness before 200’.

2. At 200’ the Steelers scores a touchdown, and, after another touchdown at 240’, the

mood of Steelers’ fans are better than Packers for a significant part of the match.

3. After a sequence of touchdowns from both teams between 320’ and 350’, the game

comes to an end at 360’ and Packers is proclaimed SuperBowl winners. Note that the

majority of changes in the dominant sentiment of each crowd occur after a spike in the

volume of messages, indicating that users are reacting to events. Note, also, that after

the spike at 360’ related to Packers’ victory, our content-based classifier is capable of

keeping track of the positive sentiment towards Packers, inpart because of high-arousal

terms such as those shown in Table 4.2.

In the 2012 SuperBowl, played on February 5th, we also detected changes in crowd’s

humour, as shown in Figure 4.13:

1. The New York Giants started the game scoring 2-0 at 158’ and9-0 with a touchdown

at 168’.

2. The Patriots scored two touchdowns in a row, at 224’ and 265’, reversing the expecta-

tions about the game outcome.
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3. The Giants managed to score a touchdown in the last minute of the game and were pro-

claimed the 2012 SuperBowl champions at 298’, generating a long period of happiness

on their supporters, whereas Patriots supporters were upset.
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Soccer. We also illustrate our results with two matches of the last round of the 2011

Brazilian Soccer League. Although games last for 90 minutes,we also show crowd sentiment

before and after the match duration. In Figure 4.14, team Cruzeiro comfortably beats his

fierce rival Atletico by a surprising score of 6-1, scoring two goals in the early minutes of the

match. Our model was able to correctly capture the positive reactions of Cruzeiro fans, and

negative reactions of Atletico supporters. The second match, in Figure 4.15, showed a totally

different pattern: Vasco and Flamengo played at the last round of the Brazilian 2011 Soccer

League and Vasco needed to win in order to have any chance of winning the championship

title:

1. At 149’, Vasco scored, and our algorithm detected a suddenburst of positive sentiments

for Vasco and negative sentiments for Flamengo.

2. At minute 199’, however, Flamengo scored (note the spike in volume of tweets), va-

nishing any chances of Vasco winning the title. Our algorithm detected a sharp negative

spike for Vasco in that moment. Even after conceding a goal, Vasco supporters were

still upset, as expected; this illustrates the capacity of our algorithm in learning from

spikes and using the learned term polarities on the subsequent time intervals.

3. Note that we have been able to track different supporters’reactions, even during “simi-

lar” events: although Atletico scored against Cruzeiro at 220’, it was already losing by

5-0, what kept Cruzeiro supporters at a better mood. On the other hand, Flamengo’s tie

goal against Vasco was a much more important one, and, even though Vasco was not

losing the game, that goal vanished their chances of winningthe title.
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4.4 Related Work on Self-Report Imbalances and

Sentiment Analysis

Social media data has been successfully used to detect real-world events such as disease

outbreaks [34], earthquakes [139] and recurring events such as goals and touchdowns in

sports matches [93]. Most of these researches are not focused on the deviation between self-

reported data and real data; it is implicitly assumed that the number of users who decide to

react and comment on the events being monitored will be largeenough to allow detection.

However, the self-reported nature of social media can strongly impact the observed social

data, as observed by [82]: if we search in Twitter for the words “breathing” and “drinking

water”, we may end up (wrongly) concluding that people usually drink more water than

breath in their daily lifes. Some recent works try to compensate these biases in analysis

of political debate, by observing that a small fraction of people intensively self-report their

political opinions, while a silent majority does not [123], what can dramatically change

conclusions and statistics on political behavior. Differently from these works, we stress that

we aim to use self-reporting bias and the social/temporal contexts it creates to our benefit, in

the design of better opinion analysis models, rather than correcting its effects.

Our work is closely related to research that exploits opinion holder biases’ to perform

sentiment analysis. Especially un the political domain, itis known that biases on opinion
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holders highly correlate to the type of opinion they express, and that social contexts based

on groups of people with similar viewpoints provide useful signals for opinion analysis [29;

53; 104]. We add to these group-based social contexts a temporal perspective to explore

the correlation between the real-world events taking placeand the users currently reacting

to what they are observing. To the best of our knowledge, thisis the first attempt to detect

positive and negative sentiment expressed on online media by capitalizing on the reasons

that stimulate people to communicate more or less their feelings.

Sentiment analysis is still focused on static scenarios such as product reviews [131],

on which lexicons of positive and negative words and traditional supervised machine lear-

ning techniques have been quite successful [155]. We are interested in sentiment analysis

as a stream data mining task, a setting which requires learning algorithms to constantly up-

date and refine data description models, in face of the time-changing characteristics of the

data [52; 21]. The simultaneous presence of concept drift and lack of labeled data makes

real-time sentiment analysis an even harder problem, sincesome standard solutions from

one challenge make assumptions that do not hold in the other.The state-of-the art solu-

tion for coping with the scarcity of labeled data,semi-supervised learning, makes use of

both labeled and unlabeled data for model generationand hasalso been applied to sentiment

analysis [106]. However, due to the nonstationary characteristic of social streams, the use-

fulness of a few initially available labeled examples may belimited since they can become

quickly outdated [44]. Conversely, the traditional approach for dealing with concept drift
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on nonstationary data is to incrementally update the model through fresh, recently-acquired

labels that are provided by the stream [167], but this solution may not be feasible due to the

lack of labeled data. In terms of machine learning approaches, our algorithm is best related

to distant supervision[60], which generates labeled data not by manual inspection of indivi-

dual instances, but by applying some sort of heuristic/rulewhich outputs noisy labels. While

distant supervision has considered emoticons as the sourceof labels, we take inspiration on

social psychology patterns that guide people’s reactions.

4.5 Wrap Up

Real-time sentiment analysis is a difficult task; labeled data is usually not available to support

supervised classifiers, and debate about monitored topics may turn into unpredictable discus-

sions. We propose solutions to these challenges based on thedifferent propensity users have

on disclosing positive and extreme feelings, in comparisonto negative and average feelings.

Since we mapped the usage of the social information on two machine-learning sub-

tasks – acquisition of labeled data and feature representation – our work is orthogonal to

current and future supervised models for real-time sentiment analysis. Depending on the

characteristics of the domain and the social media platform, one or other sub-task may benefit

more from our models.

One future direction is to better investigate the impact of time window sizes. In ad-

dition to automatically determine the optimal window size (or make it dynamic), analyzing

effects of different window sizes in our models may unveil new patterns on how social media

users react to real-world events.





Capítulo 5

Conclusions and Final Remarks

In this dissertation, we establish connections between well-known social psychology theories

and machine learning algorithms that process social streams containing opinions regarding

polarized topics. We map these theories, which are related to how opinions holders’ opini-

ons are predictably biased, into new signals that are employed by machine learning models

to classify and organize content according to the sentimentand opinion it conveys regar-

ding entities of interest (such as candidates, celebritiesand organizations). Our dissertation

sustains the hypothesis that, if a topic debate is recognizably polarized, a simple and strong

hypothesis hold:opinion holders andopinions are not independent, butcorrelated. We

make the following contributions:

1. First, wemeasurethe strength of polarization on (online) social networks with respect

to a given topic discussion. We demonstrate that the currentnetwork science metric

widely used to measure polarization (modularity) is not well suited to discriminate

between polarization and absence of polarization; we then propose and evaluate two

additional metrics based on the social network structure that, as we will demonstrate,

captures more accurately the social phenomena of polarization.

2. Second, we propose new methods for processing and interpreting opinions expressed

on online polarized debates by uncovering from the social psychology literature well-

established social theories that describe how people form their opinions on polarized

discussions. We use these theories as foundations for new signals that enable sentiment

analysis method to operate on polarized discussions that arrive in the form ofsocial

streams– anevolving, bursty andtime-changingflow of opinions.

We believe our work is in consonance with the widely reportedobservation that, in

practical machine learning problems, feature engineeringtends to be one of the tasks

that yields better improvement on machine learning models [168]. Instead of going

85
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in the direction of more complex models to perform sentimentanalysis (that use, for

instance, deep learning [145]), we prefer to follow the path that, once the right attributes

are known, simple and faster models can be adopted [168]. Moreover, the signals we

propose are strongly backed up by previous research on empirical and theoretical social

sciences and social psychology.

3. Our third contribution is related to the observation that, on many domains, we have

more than two viewpoints in conflict with respect to a topic, as on multipartisan po-

litical systems. Differently from the classical case of bipolarization of opinions, in

multipolarized social networks we observe more complex relationships among sides,

rather than the duality support/antagonism. In addition tohighlighting inconsistencies

that are hidden on bipolarized network analyses, we proposea page-rank based model

that infers antagonism relationships among social communities in such a setting. Ins-

tead of relying only on positive seeds, we find negative seedsby exploiting a implicit

negative feedback assumption that opinion holders’ do not react to messages that are

contrary to their viewpoints in the same intensity they do when messages endorse their

current opinions.

We believe our work also contribute to social sciences in thesense that we validate and

observe empirical and theoretical findings in their field in additional domains in the online

world, such as the preference for disclosing positive and extreme feelings in Twitter during

polarized events.

As a growing fraction of web content is generated in the form of social streams, we

believe there is a promising opportunity to build rich applications that track the emotio-

nal reactions of social media users during dynamically changing and potentially polarizing

events such as sports matches, political debates and live breaking news. Traditional sen-

timent analysis, however, is not designed to operate on the stream setting, since the field

has focused its attention on extracting opinions from static text such as product and movie

reviews. We believe that our work can be helpful in that direction.

We also shed light on the fact that using social media platforms as a tool to infer the

public opinion should be taken with caution, due to the high bias on the opinions expressed

by those (not only by humans, but also by automated bots) who decided to give an opinion

publicly.

5.1 Publications

Here we list the main publications that are associated with this dissertation:
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1. Pedro Calais Guerra, Adriano Veloso, Wagner Meira Jr; Virgilio Almeida. From Bias

to Opinion: A Transfer-Learning Approach o Real-Time Sentiment Analysis. 17h

International Conference on Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining (ACM SIGKDD),

2011, San Diego, CA. Proceedings of the 17h International Conference on Knowledge

Discovery and Data Mining, 2011.

2. Pedro Calais Guerra, Loic Cerf, Thiago Porto, A. Veloso, Wagner Meira Jr., Virgilio

Almeida. Exploiting Temporal Locality to Determine User Bias in Microblogging

Platforms. Journal of Information and Data Management (JIDM), v.2, p.273-288,

2011.

3. Pedro Calais Guerra, Wagner Meira Jr., Claire Cardie, Robert Kleinberg.A Measure

of Polarization on Social Media Networks based on Community Boundaries. 7th

International AAAI Conference on Weblogs and Social Media (AAAI ICWSM), 2013,

Boston, USA.

4. Pedro Calais Guerra, Wagner Meira Jr., Claire Cardie.Sentiment Analysis on Evol-

ving Social Streams: How Self-Report Imbalances Can Help. 7th International

ACM Conference on Web Search and Data Mining (ACM WSDM), 2014, NewYork

City, USA.

5.2 Next Steps

We envisage a series of future research directions.

5.2.1 Characterizing and Modeling Self-Reporting Bias at

User-Level

We plan to enrich the social context we use to track sentiments by exploring the reaction

patterns not only at group-level, but at user-level and on multi-group levels. At the user

level, we can uncover different, more complex behavior of social media user posting patterns.

Are there users which, in contrast to the dominant pattern, prefer to comment on negative

experiences for their opposing sides than on positive events of their own side? At multi-group

level, we may exploit the different relationships between polarized groups to generate more

informative social contexts. For instance, supporters from rival teams are likely to follow

and react whenever their rivals are being defeated, and thatinformation could be embedded

in the social context.
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5.2.2 New Opinion Mining Tasks

So far, opinion mining and sentiment analysis have focused on, given an input< oh, d, t >,

predict the polarityp = {+,−} of the documentd written by opinion holderoh regar-

ding target entityt. We envisage as interesting fields of research the concretization of other

common data mining tasks, other than classification, that could generate new, relevant and

previosly unknown patterns related to opinions and opinionholders:

1. Finding rare opinions: Some topics of discussion seem to have a dominant opinion,

either positive or negative. For example, the vast majorityof Brazilians think that the

“Mensalao” scandal really happened and all politicians involved are guilt. An interes-

ting opinion mining task is then to find rare opinions: are there opinion holders who

have an opinion which is totally different from the dominantone?

2. Finding surprising opinions: In some situations either positive or negative opinions

are common, but a instance< oh, t, {+,−} > is not expected. For example, a partisan

supporter of a candidate showing criticism to his own candidate is not an expected opi-

nion. To find unexpected< oh, t, {+,−} > tuples it a task of interest in our research.

It can unveil dense, polemic and interesting opinions, since it motivated an opinion

holder to give an opinion which is contrary to his bias.

3. Opinion Entropy: The sentiment analysis task on polarized debate also bringsnew

questions that we do not witness on the “classical” sentiment analysis product-review

scenario: given the high-biased nature of opinions, what isthe “value” of a biased opi-

nion? In some sense, if everybody issues opinions which match their expected bias

(either supporting their favorite side or criticizing and opponent), the overall “opinion

entropy” of the system is zero, i.e., we do not learn too much from the opinions, be-

cause they only reflect people’s bias. In practice, we can understand an opinion as a

sum of two factors: a combination of what the person has seen on the past regarding

that issue/topic and the fact currently being analyzed. On high-biased people, their

opinions reflect much more what they already think on the subject than an analysis of

the current facts. How to “unbias” the public opinion is an interesting reseach question

here, because bias, in some aspect, insert “noise” in measuring the public reaction to

events.

Still in this direction, we observe that for a set of usersU and a set of opinionsO,

different pairwise combinations of pairs(u ∈ U, o ∈ O) can represent opinions which

are semantically different on the aggregate, by generatingdifferent levels of “opinion

entropy”. The interesting problem here is to propose a measure of “opinion entropy”

and detect unexpected, interesting (and perhaps more sincere?) opinions.
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4. Identifying Tipping Points in Public Opinion: Finding changes in public opinion

is useful for a number of reasons, allowing marketers to react to a tipping point in

people’s thoughts in reaction to real-life events. Although there are some research

on that direction, content analysis is the dominant approach [5]. By observing the

evolution of the social graph over time, we may be able to detect significant changes in

its structure which, ultimately, represent changes in people’s bias and viewpoints.
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